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Abstract

This thesis concerns the verification of programmable logic controller (PLC) code in an industrial
environment. The verification method is designed for the ladder logic language according to the IEC-
61311-3 standard. In this thesis a translation of many of the common ladder logic instructions and
elements to logical formulas is presented. By following the translation full ladder logic programs
can be automatically translated to logical formulas. The logical formulas can be trivially translated
to satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) statements which can be verified using an SMT solver. The
translation is validated by creating an implementation and testing it on industrial sized PLC programs
running at a Tata Steel factory in Velsen-Noord. Requirements of the programs have been created and
subsequently verified using the Z3 SMT solver. The results show that requirements of systems with
over 30000 ladder logic instructions can be verified within seconds.

1 Introduction
This thesis is concerned with the verification of Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) code written in
the ladder logic language at Tata Steel in Velsen-Noord. Tata Steel produces various types of steel suitable
for usage in products such as cars or food packaging. The studied installation is the oxygen steel plant:
“Basic Oxygen Steel Factory 2” (BOSF2) in Velsen-Noord. The installation injects oxygen into liquid
raw iron, producing steel which is subsequently poured into slab shapes. Large parts of the plant are
automated through PLCs.

The PLCs control, amongst other things, the power train of motors moving large “ladles” of liquid
iron with temperatures of up to 1550°C and weights of up to 500 tons. Any software defects could lead
to production standstill or even worse effects such as injuries or large facility damages and environmental
damages due to dust production. As the factory operates 24/7 any integration tests that lead to a decrease
in production output are also costly for the company. Due to the long operability of the factory and PLCs,
pieces of software are no longer actively maintained and can be viewed as “legacy code”. Due to the
inter dependencies of new software and preexisting software, behaviour becomes challenging to predict.
To ensure the correct functioning of this type of “legacy code ”and any future additions to the code, Tata
Steel is looking to verify their source code before it is uploaded to the PLCs in the factory.

Previous studies have been done to check the applicability of verification of PLC software. Some of
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the relevant studies are shown in the related work below. None of the studies meet the same verification
requirements as are present at BOSF2.

The goal of the project is to determine the applicability of source code verification in the context of
Tata Steel. To test the applicability and scalability concerns an implementation is created in which a set
of requirements can be verified on the source code.

The proposed method for verification of ladder logic is using a Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT)
solver. SMT can be seen as an extension of SAT solving which has already proven itself in the area of PLC
verification [1, 2, 3, 4]. Current day PLCs have more complex instructions which are not straightforwardly
translated to SAT solvers but can still be expressed in the SMT language. A translation for over 40
different ladder logic instructions to SMT has been created. Using the translation large projects at the
Tata Steel factory with as many as 30,000 PLC instructions have been translated automatically to SMT.
Requirements in SMT format together with the translated projects allow for verification of fundamental
properties of the PLC code. Many of the requirements even for the large projects are able to be verified
within a single second.

In Section 2 of this thesis the principles of ladder logic are explained and definitions of the instructions
that are explored in this thesis are given. In Section 3 a background to SMT solving is given. Section 4
shows the translation that was created in this thesis for translating the previously explained instructions
to logical formulas. In Section 5 the results of testing an implementation of the verifier, based on the
translation, with several industrially sized verification problems at the Tata Steel factory is shown. Finally
a conclusion on the applicability of source code verification in the context of Tata Steel is given.

1.1 Related work
In the literature multiple projects with respect to formally verifying PLC code have been done. A popular
application in the literature is the verification of railway interlockings [4, 1, 2, 3, 5]. In railway inter-
locking problems, often the technique of SAT solving is applied [4, 1, 2, 3]. Other techniques include
modelling the program in tools such as µCRL and NuSMV and verifying it using modal logic and compu-
tational tree logic (CTL) respectively [5, 6]. PLC verification projects, however, typically use a simplified
instruction set of current day PLC controllers or create abstractions of the actual code.

Some of the most recent PLC verification projects include a translation of PLC instructions in the
ladder logic language to C code using Matlab Simulink [7]. Using a SAT based bounded model checker
“CBMC”, asserted properties of the C code can be verified. In the project only a limited portion of PLC
instructions is translated and the project has only been tested on a very small example of approximately
60 PLC instructions.

Another recent project translates ladder logic PLC instructions to Why3 modules that contain formal-
izations of the PLC instructions [8]. The formalizations are subsequently verified using an SMT solver
and errors are visualised in a convenient graphical view. The system is tested on “industrial” sized prob-
lems of up to 1600 ladder logic PLC instructions, which verify in a matter of seconds. The verification,
however, does not allow to verify requirements of the PLC code. Instead violations on the input and
variable ranges of the PLC code are being automatically verified. In this thesis we are less interested in
instruction bounds but instead proving fundamental properties of the system.

As a final noteworthy recent reference project we have a PLC verification project at CERN in 2015
[9]. In this project PLC code in the “statement list” (STL) language was verified. The code is translated to
a NuSMV model which can subsequently be verified. “Industrial” sized problems of 20000 lines of STL
code have been verified using this method. The state space of the original model was too large to verify
so variable elimination techniques and other abstraction techniques have to be applied. In this thesis we
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explore the ladder logic language in PLCs from a different manufacturer than in the paper. The PLC
programs used in this thesis can therefore not be translated 1 to 1 to STL. Also comparing the complexity
of problems in the two different languages is difficult. A single ladder logic instruction requires at least
1 line of STL but the exact factor ladder logic instructions compared to lines of STL depends heavily on
the program itself.

2 Rockwell ladder logic
In this project the Rockwell Automation Logix 5000 PLCs are being used. The controllers are pro-
grammed using the ladder logic language according to the IEC-61311-3 standard [10].

We first give an insight into the ladder logic language by means of an example snippet of code shown
in Fig. 1. This example is subsequently further explained and afterwards a more general overview of the
structure and elements of the PLC code is given. Ladder logic is a graphical language but it also has a
textual form. The aim of this section is not to familiarize the reader with the graphical elements of the
language but instead give a short insight into the way PLC programmers use the language. The focus
throughout this thesis is on the textual form of the language as it allows for easier automatic processing
by computers.

Figure 1: Example Rung

Ladder logic is a graphical language based on relay logic diagrams. The programs consist of two
vertical “rails” connected by horizontal “rungs” representing the shape of a ladder, hence the name ladder
logic. In ladder logic the rungs can be seen as logic rules and they are executed sequentially from top
to bottom. Figure 1 shows such a rung in ladder logic. The vertical “rails” on the sides in ladder logic
serve no purpose but stem from relay logic where they represent a positive voltage on the left rail and the
ground on the right rail. In relay logic the rung connects both sides and by placing and switching relays,
connections could be closed or opened. The rung eventually connects to an output device that switches
depending on the voltage level. Ladder logic functions in this exact same way except the physical relays,
output devices and powered rails have been replaced by logic instructions and logic states in the PLCs.

Zooming in on an individual rung, each point in the rung in ladder logic has a rung-condition which
represents the logical state (true or false) of the rung at that point (similar to the high or low voltage level
in relay logic). The rung is read from the left hand side to the right hand side and the rung-condition
always starts off by being true at the left hand side. Two types of instructions can be placed on the
rung, input instructions (II) and output instructions (OI). Input instructions manipulate the rung-condition
following the instruction by evaluating a logic expression and returning true or false depending on if
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(a) And

(b) Branch

Figure 2: Conjunctive and disjunctive behaviour in a ladder logic rung

the expression holds (similar to relays in relay logic). Once the rung-condition has switched to false it
cannot switch back to true until the next rung starts. When the rung-condition is false the following input
instructions are typically no longer evaluated. Output instructions do not manipulate the rung-condition
but instead typically perform an action depending on if the rung-condition is true or false (similar to
output devices in relay logic).

Instructions can be placed in a conjunctive or disjunctive relation to each other. By placing instruc-
tions on the same rung line as in Fig. 2a the instructions behave conjunctively. That means the resulting
rung-condition of two input instructions will be true iff the result of both individual instructions is true.
In addition to placing instructions directly after each other a branch can be created where the rung splits
up in two or more horizontal lines as can also be seen in Fig. 2b. The rung-condition after the lines merge
is the disjunction of the rung-conditions of the horizontal lines before they merge. A single branch can
contain multiple instructions conjunctively. There is also no limit to the amount of branches that can be
entered in parallel. Branches that are nested inside another branch can have a nesting depth of up to 6
branches.

Both input and output instructions largely operate based on “tags” which can be seen as variables.
Input instructions often evaluate the given tag(s) in a logic expression and output instructions set a new
value for the tags. The physical IO’s of the PLC are also retrieved or manipulated as tags. The tags
can have different datatypes such as Boolean, integer or real. Furthermore, arrays and structures can be
defined.

Now that we have seen the basic principles of ladder logic we dive deeper into the meaning of the
instructions of the rung in Fig. 1. The instructions of Fig. 1 are broken down in Fig. 3. The first instruction
we come across starting from the left is the input instruction “examine if closed” (XIC) highlighted in
Fig. 3a. The instruction takes as input a Boolean tag (in this case a) and if the rung-condition before the
instructions was true and the value of tag a is true the rung-condition after the instruction is kept true,
otherwise the rung-condition after the instruction is switched to false.

The second input instruction we come across is a “less than” (LES) instruction shown in Fig. 3b. If
the rung-condition before the instruction is true then if the value of “Source A” is smaller than the value of
“Source B” the rung-condition is kept true. Otherwise false is returned. The LES instruction shows how
integers or real valued tags can be used in ladder logic allowing for more complicated logic expressions.

The final instruction shown in the example is the “output energize” (OTE) instruction depicted in
Fig. 3c. The OTE instruction is an output instruction and thus does not influence the rung-condition.
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(a) XIC

(b) LES

(c) OTE

Figure 3: Graphical ladder logic instructions

Instead it sets the value of tag a to true if the rung-condition before the instruction is true, and otherwise
to false.

Using this information the example in Fig. 1 can be understood to be represented by the following
logical formula

((a∧b)∨ ((c < d)∧ e))↔ fnew (1)

where a, b, c, d and e represent the values of the respective tags when executing the rung and fnew
represents the new value of f after executing the OTE instruction.

The ordering of ladder logic instructions is very important and can change the result of the logic.
Ladder logic instructions are executed left to right. Whenever a branch is encountered each line of the
branch is first fully executed before continuing with the next line, starting from the top line. If a tag
receives a new value from an output instruction the updated value is used from that point onwards even if
this occurred in the middle of the rung.

Rungs are structured into routines by the programmer. The routines subsequently form a program.
Programs are executed by tasks. Tasks can be either continuous, periodic or event based. The most typical
case is the continuous task where the selected programs are continuously executed in order and as soon
as the last program is finished executing the first one starts again. Depending on the size of the programs
the cycle time is longer or shorter. Periodic tasks execute at given fixed time intervals and can interrupt
the execution flow of any lower priority task (including the continuous task) to execute the periodic task.
Finally, event based tasks execute when signalled through either an event instruction, a change of digital
input, a new sample of analog data or a consumed tag. Similar to periodic tasks event tasks interrupt the
execution flow of any lower priority task. In this thesis periodic and event based tasks will not be taken
into account and instead only the continuous task will be explored.
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The ladder logic program can be exported to multiple textual representations with one being the
XML representation which we will focus on in this thesis [11]. The XML structure defines all properties
of the PLC. The full context free grammar (CFG) of the relevant parts of the XML language of Rockwell
Automation Logix 5000 controllers is defined in definition 12 in Appendix A. The CFG shows how the
datatypes, tags, programs and tasks can be defined. Tags can be defined at the controller scope or at the
program scope. Controller scope tags can be read and written by all programs whilst the program scope
tags can only be used within the program they are defined in. We take special interest into the definition
of a routine and rung due to their roles in translating the instructions. The definitions are also part of the
CFG but they are highlighted explicitly here.

The grammar for a routine is defined in definition 1. A routine consists of a sequence of rungs (rung-
seq). A sequence of rungs can consist of a rung expression (rung-exp) followed by another rung sequence,
or a rung expression can be empty denoted by ε .

Definition 1 (Routine grammar). The grammar for a routine is defined by:

routine ::= rung-seq

rung-seq ::=

rung-exp rung-seq
| ε

The grammar for a rung expression is defined in definition 2. A rung expression (rung-exp) consists
of a sequence of expressions (exp-seq). A sequence of expressions can consist of an expression (exp)
followed by another expression sequence, or an expression sequence can be empty denoted by ε . An
expression can be a branch instruction (branch), or an input instruction (II), or an output instruction (OI),
or an empty expression denoted by ε . A branch is subsequently defined to be a sequence of expression
sequences (exp-seq-seq) enclosed by square brackets. A sequence of expression sequences can either be
two separate expression sequences separated by a comma or an expression sequence followed by another
sequence of expression sequences. A branch always contains at least two expression sequences because
otherwise it is not considered to be branching.

Definition 2 (Rung grammar). The grammar for a rung expression is defined by:

rung-exp ::= exp-seq ";"

exp-seq ::=

exp exp-seq
| ε

exp ::= branch
| II

| OI

| ε

branch ::= "[" exp-seq-seq "]"

exp-seq-seq ::=

exp-seq "," exp-seq
| exp-seq "," exp-seq-seq
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It is important to note that a rung-exp expression sequence will always terminate with an output instruction
(OI). This is not made explicit in the grammar.

2.1 Instructions
The amount of ladder logic instructions is vast with over a hundred different instructions. Ladder logic is
often thought of as a purely boolean language. The Rockwell ladder logic language, however, also allows
function blocks, such as the less than instruction, which can contain complex computations, comparison
statements and timing behaviour in addition to the standard boolean ladder logic language. We divide
the instructions into five categories being the basic instructions, counter and timer instructions, jump
instructions, abstracted instructions and Add-On instructions.

2.1.1 Basic instructions

The basic instructions include all the traditional relay logic instructions and also basic arithmetic and
comparison statements. The list of instructions can be seen in Table 1. Using definition 2 and Table 1 the
XML representation of the rung in Fig. 1 can be shown to be equal to Fig. 4, where the instructions are
explicitly indicated.

1 [XIC(a) XIC(b) ,LES(c,d) XIC(e) ]OTE(f);

Figure 4: XML representation of the ladder logic rung in Fig. 1

XML Instructions Type Description

XIC(data bit) II (Examine if closed) Returns true iff boolean input data bit is
true and the preceding rung logic is true.

XIO(data bit) II (Examine if open) Returns true iff boolean input data bit is
false and the preceding rung logic is true.

EQU(src a,src b) II (Equal to) Returns true iff src a is equal to src b and the
preceding rung logic is true.

NEQ(src a,src b) II (Not equal to) Returns true iff src a is not equal to src b and
the preceding rung logic is true.

LES(src a,src b) II (Less than) Returns true iff src a is less than src b and the
preceding rung logic is true.

LEQ(src a,src b) II (Less than or equal to) Returns true iff src a is less than or
equal to src b and the preceding rung logic is true.

GRT(src a,src b) II (Greater than) Returns true iff src a is greater than src b and
the preceding rung logic is true.

GEQ(src a,src b) II (Greater than or equal to) Returns true iff src a is greater than
or equal to src b and the preceding rung logic is true.

AFI() II (Always false) Always returns false.

ONS(data bit) II (One shot) If the preceding rung logic is true and data bit
is false then returns true and sets data bit to true. Other-
wise false is returned. If the preceding rung logic is false then
data bit is set to false.
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LIM(low,val,high) II (Limit) A flowchart for the LIM instruction when the rung
logic is true can be seen in Fig. 5. In the following explanation
the logic is slightly rewritten to a more convenient form. The
instruction ensures that if the preceding rung logic is true and
the lower limit low is smaller than or equal to the upper limit
high, if the value val is equal to or in between the limits, true is
returned. If the rung logic is true and low is greater than high,
if low is smaller than or equal to value, or value is smaller than
or equal to high, true is returned. In all other cases the value
false will be returned.

OTE(data bit) OI (Output Energize) data bit is set to true if and only if the pre-
ceding rung logic is true

MOV(src,dest) OI (Move) If the preceding rung logic is true, the instruction
stores src into dst, otherwise dst remains unchanged.

OTL(data bit) OI (Output latch) If the preceding rung logic is true, the instruc-
tion latches the boolean value data bit to true, otherwise
data bit remains unchanged.

OTU(data bit) OI (Output unlatch) If the preceding rung logic is true, the in-
struction unlatches the boolean value data bit to false, other-
wise data bit remains unchanged.

ADD(src a,src b,dest c) OI (Add) If the preceding rung logic is true, the instruction adds
the values of src a and src b and stores the result in dest c,
otherwise dest c remains unchanged.

SUB(src a,src b,dest c) OI (Subtract) If the preceding rung logic is true it subtracts the
value of src a with the value of src b and stores the result in
dest c, otherwise dest c remains unchanged.

MOD(src a,src b,dest c) OI (Modulo) If preceding rung logic is true, the instruc-
tion performs the modulo operation where dest c =
src a–(truncate(src a/src b)∗src b), otherwise dest c re-
mains unchanged.

ABS(src a,dest b) OI (Absolute Value) If the preceding rung logic is true, the in-
struction performs the absolute value operation on src a and
stores the result in dest b, otherwise dest b remains un-
changed.

OSF(store bit,out bit) OI (One shot falling)
- If the preceding rung logic is false and the store bit is true
the store bit is set to false and out bit is set to true.
- If the preceding rung logic is false and the store bit is false
the out bit is set to false and store bit remains unchanged.
- If the preceding rung logic is true the store bit is set to true
and out bit is set to false.
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OSR(store bit,out bit) OI (One shot rising)
- If the preceding rung logic is true and the store bit is false
the store bit is set to true and out bit is set to true.
- If the preceding rung logic is true and the store bit is true
the out bit is set to false and store bit remains unchanged.
- If the preceding rung logic is false the store bit is set to false
and out bit is set to false.

NOP() OI (No operation) If the preceding rung logic is true or false, the
instruction performs no operation.

Table 1: XML expressions definitions

Rung-condition-out

is cleared to false

End

low limit > value

&&

value > high limit

Rung-condition-in is true

low limit <=

high limit

low limit <= value

&&

value <= high limit

Rung-condition-out

is set to true

No

No No

Yes

YesYes

Figure 5: LIM instruction when rung logic is true.
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Mnemonic Data Type Description
.CD Boolean The count down enable bit (.CD) contains rung-condition-in when the in-

struction was last evaluated.
.CU Boolean The count up enable bit (.CU) contains rung-condition-in when the instruc-

tion was last evaluated.
.DN Boolean The done bit, when set for a count up instruction or cleared for a count

down instruction, indicates the counting operation is complete.
.OV Boolean The overflow bit is set by the CTU instruction when the counter incre-

ments past the upper limit of 2,147,483,647. The counter then rolls over to
−2,147,483,648 and continues counting up again.

.UN Boolean The underflow bit is set by the CTD when the counter decrements past
the lower limit of −2,147,483,647. The counter then rolls over to
2,147,483,647 and begins counting down again.

.PRE Integer The preset value specifies the value which the accumulated value must
reach before the instruction sets the .DN bit.

.ACC Integer The accumulated value specifies the number of transitions the instruction
has counted.

Table 2: Structure of a counter in Rockwell Logix5000 Controllers [12].

Mnemonic Data Type Description
.EN Boolean The enable bit contains rung-condition-in when the instruction was last

executed.
.TT Boolean The timing bit when set indicates the timing operation is in process.
.DN Boolean For the RTO and TON instructions the done bit when set indicates the tim-

ing operation is complete (or paused). For the TOF instruction the done bit
when cleared indicates the timing operation is complete (or paused).

.PRE Integer The preset value specifies the value (1 millisecond units) which the accu-
mulated value must reach before the instruction indicates it is done.

.ACC Integer The accumulated value specifies the number of milliseconds that have
elapsed since the timer instruction was enabled.

Table 3: Structure of a timer in Rockwell Logix5000 Controllers [12].

2.1.2 Counter and timer instructions

In this section instructions related to counters and timers are discussed. Counters count up or down when-
ever the rung-condition-in of the instruction changes from false to true. Timers accumulate time when the
instruction is enabled. Both the accumulated counter and timer values are automatically compared to a
preset value which can be given as input. When the accumulated value is equal or greater than the preset
value a done bit is set, to signal the preset value is reached. Counters and timers have their own respective
data type structures which are shown in Table 2 for counters and Table 3 for timers. There are 2 counter
instructions and 3 timer instructions in the Rockwell ladder logic language. Additionally there is a reset
instruction which can be used with both counter and timer structures. These instructions are explained
in more detail in Table 4. Figures 6 and 7 contain a flowchart of the behaviour of a counter (count down
timer) and timer (timer on delay) instruction respectively. The other counter and timer instructions in
Table 4 have their differences with respect to the flowcharts highlighted.
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.OV is false

AND

.UN is false

.CD is true

Rung-condition-in is true

Set .CD to true

.ACC = .ACC - 1

Underflow

.OV is false

Set .UN to true Clear .UN to false

Clear .OV to false

.ACC < .PRE

Clear .DN to false Set .DN to true

End

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Figure 6: CTD instruction when rung logic is true
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Rung-condition-in is true

Set .TT to true

.DN is true

.EN is false

DeltaT = current time - last time

last time = current time

.ACC = .ACC + DeltaT

End

No

No

Yes

No

.POS < 0

OR

.ACC < 0

Major Fault

Overflow

.ACC >= .PRE

.ACC = 2147483647 Clear .TT to false

Set .DN to true

Clear .TT to false

last time =

current time

Set .EN to true

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Figure 7: TON instruction when rung logic is true
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XML Instructions Type Description

CTD(a,?,?) OI (Count down) The CTD instruction counts downward each time the rung-
condition-in changes from false to true. The instruction takes as input
a counter structure a. The two question mark symbols in the instruc-
tion represent the preset and accumulated values of the counter structure
which are visualised in graphical ladder logic. In XML these are not
explicitly mentioned as they are already part of the counter structure a.
When the rung-condition-in of the instruction is true the variables of the
counter structure in Table 2 are updated according to the flow chart in
Fig. 6. When the rung-condition-in is false the .CD bit is cleared and if
.ACC < .PRE the .DN bit is set to false and otherwise set to true.

CTU(a,?,?) OI (Count up) The CTU instruction counts upward each time the rung-
condition-in changes from false to true. The instruction takes as input
a counter structure a. The two question mark symbols in the instruc-
tion represent the preset and accumulated values of the counter structure
which are visualised in graphical ladder logic. In XML these are not
explicitly mentioned as they are already part of the counter structure a.
When the rung-condition-in of the instruction is true the variables of the
counter structure in Table 2 are updated similarly to the flow chart in
Fig. 6. For the CTU instruction the .CD bit is replaced by the .CU bit, the
over and underflow bits are swapped and the accumulation is increased
by 1 instead of decreased. When the rung-condition-in is false the .CU
bit is cleared and if .ACC < .PRE the .DN bit is set to false and otherwise
set to true.

RES(a) OI (Reset) The RES instruction resets a timer or counter structure a. Each
time the instruction is evaluated the Boolean variables of the counter or
timer structure are cleared and the accumulated value is reset to 0.

TON(a,?,?) OI (Timer on delay) The TON instruction is a non-retentive timer that accu-
mulates time when the instruction is enabled (rung-condition-in is true).
The instruction takes as input a timer structure a. The two question mark
symbols in the instruction represent the preset and accumulated values
of the timer structure which are visualised in graphical ladder logic. In
XML these are not explicitly mentioned as they are already part of the
timer structure a.
Each time the instruction is evaluated with rung-condition-in equal to
true the corresponding variables of the timer structure as shown in Ta-
ble 3 are updated according to the flowchart in Fig. 7. When the rung-
condition-in is equal to false the boolean bits of the timer structure are
cleared and the .ACC value is reset to 0.
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RTO(a,?,?) OI (Retentive timer on) The RTO instruction is a retentive timer that accu-
mulates time when the instruction is enabled (rung-condition-in is true).
The instruction takes as input a timer structure a. The two question mark
symbols in the instruction represent the preset and accumulated values
of the timer structure which are visualised in graphical ladder logic. In
XML these are not explicitly mentioned as they are already part of the
timer structure a.
Each time the instruction is evaluated with rung-condition-in equal to
true the corresponding variables of the timer structure as shown in Ta-
ble 3 are updated exactly the same as the flowchart in Fig. 7. When the
rung-condition-in is equal to false the .EN and .TT bits are cleared to
false and the other values maintain their previous state.

TOF(a,?,?) OI (Timer off delay) The TOF instruction is a non-retentive timer that accu-
mulates time when the instruction is enabled (rung-condition-in is false).
The instruction takes as input a timer structure a. The two question mark
symbols in the instruction represent the preset and accumulated values
of the timer structure which are visualised in graphical ladder logic. In
XML these are not explicitly mentioned as they are already part of the
timer structure a.
Each time the instruction is evaluated with rung-condition-in equal to
false the corresponding variables of the timer structure as shown in Ta-
ble 3 are updated similarly to the flowchart in Fig. 7. Different from the
TON instruction in the flowchart both the values of the .EN and .DN bits
are inverted at all locations. When the rung-condition-in is equal to true
the .DN and .EN bits are set to true and the .TT bit is set to false also the
.ACC value is reset to 0.

Table 4: Timer and counter instructions [12].

2.1.3 Jump instructions

The Rockwell ladder logic language used throughout this document also allows the user to use two dif-
ferent types of jump instructions. These instructions allow the user to either jump to a label specified in
the ladder logic program or to jump to another routine. The jump interrupts the execution flow of the
program and instead of continuing with the next instruction the program continues at the location spec-
ified in the jump instruction. When jumping to a routine the controller, after finishing execution of the
routine, returns to the point the jump was instigated. When jumping to a label the regular execution flow
is aborted and instead the program will continue executing from the position of the label in the program
without returning. Only the jump to a routine is further elaborated on in this thesis.

In Table 5 instructions related to the jump to a routine are explained. When jumping to a routine a
list of arguments can be passed which are used either as input or as output depending on the value of the
number of input arguments.
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XML Instructions Type Description
JSR(rout name, inp num,arg list) OI (Jump to subroutine) The JSR instruction invokes the

routine rout name. It can pass a number of arguments
specified in the arg list. The number inp num de-
termines how many of the arguments are input argu-
ments, the rest are return arguments. The arguments
are read by the routine using the SBR instruction in the
new routine. When that routine completes, the execu-
tion returns to the JSR instruction. Parameters can be
returned by the routine using the RET instruction and
stored in the respective return arguments.

SBR(input list) OI (Subroutine) The SBR instruction receives the input
parameters passed by the JSR instruction and stores
them in the respective input parameters specified in
the input list. The parameters are matched in order
of appearance in the list.

RET(return list) OI (Return) The RET instruction passes the arguments
specified in the return list back to the JSR instruc-
tion and ends the scan of the subroutine. There can be
multiple RET instructions in a single routine and the
routine will return at the first RET instruction where
the rung-logic-in is equal to true. The parameters are
matched in order of appearance in the list.

Table 5: Jump instruction [12].
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2.1.4 Abstracted instructions

The fourth category of instructions translated in this thesis has been given the name abstracted instruc-
tions. This category contains instructions that are either complex to translate to a verifier, difficult to
solve by a verifier or require access to variables that are influenced by real world events. The reason for
separating these instructions is further elaborated on in Section 4.6. The list of instructions belonging to
this category is given in Table 6.

Some of the instructions in Table 6 require a mathematical expression as input, which has a differ-
ent grammar from the previous instruction parameters. The mathematical expression grammar allows
for a combination of variables, immediate values and operators to create a complex expression in one
instruction. There are a total of 32 different operators including logarithmic and sine operators which are
difficult for verifiers to efficiently handle. The result of the equations will therefore be abstracted but the
instructions still need to be parsed. In order to be able to parse the instructions in the controller XML file a
grammar for these mathematical expressions is added. The mathematical expression grammar definition
can be seen in definition 3.

Definition 3 (Mathematical expression grammar). The grammar for a mathematical expression is defined
by:

math-exp ::= OPE '(' math-exp ')'
| math-exp OPE math-exp
| '(' math-exp ')'
| var

where OPE is an operator such as multiplication (∗), sine (SIN) or bitwise exclusive OR (XOR) and var
is either a tag name or a number. The operations are not explained in detail but the full list of instructions
can be seen Appendix B. An example of a mathematical expression that can be created with this grammar
is ABS(−5)> LOG(a) which evaluates to true if the absolute value of −5 is larger than the logarithm of
variable a
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XML Instructions Type Description

MUL(src a,src b,dest c) OI (Multiply) If the preceding rung-condition is true, the instruc-
tion multiplies the values of src a and src b and stores it in
dest c, otherwise dest c remains unchanged.

DIV(src a,src b,dest c) OI (Divide) If the preceding rung-condition is true, the instruction
divides the value of src a by the value of src b and stores it
in dest c, otherwise dest c remains unchanged.

SQR(src a,dest b) OI (Square Root) If the preceding rung-condition is true, the in-
struction performs the square root operation on the absolute
value of src a such that dest b=

√
|src a|, otherwise dest b

remains unchanged.

CPT(dest,math–exp) OI (Compute) The CPT instruction evaluates the expression,
math-exp, and places the result in the destination, dest, when-
ever the rung-condition-in is true otherwise the value of dest is
unchanged.

PID(a,b,c,d,e, f ,g) OI (Proportional Integral Derivative) The PID instruction controls
a process variable. The aim in this thesis is not to understand
the workings of the PID instruction. Instead it is relevant to
know the controlled process variable is parameter d. The value
of d is updated whenever the rung-condition-in is true other-
wise the value of d is unchanged.

AVE(a,b,c,d,?,?) OI (File Average) The AVE instruction calculates the mean of a
set of values a. The instruction also takes as input a “control”
structure d which we will not go into detail in, in this thesis.
The two question mark symbols in the instruction represent
a length and position which are part of the control structure
and are visualised in graphical ladder logic. In XML these are
not explicitly mentioned as they are already part of the control
structure d.
AVE instructions typically evaluate an array and determine the
average value of a certain range within the array and store the
average value into the destination value c. The value of c is
updated whenever the rung-condition-in is true otherwise the
value of d is unchanged.

CMP(math–exp) II (Compare) The CMP instruction performs a comparison on
the arithmetic operations that is specified in the expression
math–exp. The CMP instruction is an input instruction. This
means if the rung-condition-in is true the instruction is eval-
uated and sets the output-rung-condition to true if the com-
parison holds and if the comparison does not hold the rung-
condition-out is set to false.
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GSV(a,b,c,d) OI (Get System Value) The GSV instruction gets controller sys-
tem data that is stored in objects. The controller system data is
influenced by real world events such as controller faults. When
the rung-condition-in is true the result is stored in output vari-
able d. If the rung-condition-in is false the output variable d is
unchanged.

BTD(a,b,c,d,e) OI (Bit Field Distribute) The BTD instruction copies the specified
bits (using start bit b and length e) from the source a, shifts the
bits to the appropriate position (using destination bit d), and
writes the bits into the destination c.

SWPB(a,b,c) OI (Swap Byte) The SWPB instruction swaps bytes of the source
a (INT (2 bytes) or DINT (4 bytes)) according to a certain
order mode b. For the INT type all modes reverse the order
of the two bytes. For the DINT type the mode can be RE-
VERSE where all the bytes are placed in reverse order, WORD
the bytes are swapped per word of two bytes or HIGH/LOW
where each of the bytes of both words are swapped. The result
is stored in destination c. The instruction is executed when-
ever the rung-condition-in is true otherwise the destination c
remains unchanged.

Table 6: Abstracted instructions [12].

2.1.5 Add-On instructions

The final category of instructions is the Add-On instruction which is a custom instruction executing a
piece of self defined ladder logic with custom inputs and outputs.

The Add-On instruction is an output instruction and functions similar to a JSR instruction in that the
execution flow jumps to the Add-On routine executing normal ladder logic and afterwards returns to the
current routine. Different from the JSR instruction, the Add-On can be called from any program in the
controller and the instruction can be shared between PLC projects. Additionally the Add-On instruction
cannot use variables from the controller and program scope. Parameters are instead passed as arguments
when calling the Add-On instruction. In the Add-On declaration, tags can be labeled as Input, Output,
InOut or Local. The Add-On also defines a new datatype to be used by the programs in the controller
which forms a structure of all Input and Output parameters of the Add-On instruction. The Input and
Output parameters can only be of the limited types: BOOL, DINT or REAL. Parameters in the Add-On
instruction can be labeled as required or not required. If a parameter is labeled required, then a program
or controller scope variable has to be given as input/output for the parameter when calling the Add-On
instruction. If the parameter is not labeled as required, then the respective input/output is taken from an
instantiation of the Add-On datatype which is always required as input for the instruction. Additionally
InOut parameters are always required. InOut parameters can be of a wider range of datatypes including
structures and arrays and act as a reference to the original program or controller tag.

The instruction appears in XML format as:
AddOn(AddOnVar, arg list), where AddOn is the name of the Add-On instruction and can be defined
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by the PLC programmer, AddOnVar an instantiation of the Add-On datatype and arg list a list of all the
required inputs and outputs.

The name of the Add-On instruction can be used to locate the routine corresponding to the Add-On
instruction.

3 SMT Solvers
The proposed method for verification of the ladder logic is using a Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT)
solver.

SMT solvers find their origin in Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solvers. In SAT solving, a formula,
consisting of Boolean variables with their logical connectives such as, negations, conjunctions and impli-
cations is tested for satisfiability by assigning the values true or false to the variables. If an assignment
can be found for all variables, which makes the formula true, the formula is called satisfiable [13]. The
satisfiability problem for SAT solving is known to be an NP-complete problem [14]. With the introduction
of conflict-driven clause-learning in SAT in the mid 90s, SAT solvers rapidly improved in performance
and transformed from a theoretical solver to a solver used in practice [15]. Even though the problem
is NP-complete, current SAT solvers have sophisticated heuristics and algorithms such that they can be
successfully applied to problems with millions of variables and clauses [16].

In addition to SAT solvers, the SMT solvers allow for deciding the satisfiability of first-order formulae
containing operations from various theories such as arithmetics, the theory of integers and the theory
of real numbers as opposed to solely propositional logic [17]. Using these theories, SMT solving can
be applied more directly to situations such as constraint solving, scheduling and software verification.
A popular method for SMT solving is the DPLL(T) procedure [18]. DPLL(T) is based on the Davis-
Putnam-Logemann-Loveland (DPLL) procedure combined with the theory solvers for decidable theories
such as integer arithmetic [19, 20].

The choice for using SMT solvers as a tool for verifying ladder logic code is a result of the used
Rockwell ladder logic language closely resembling the essence of SMT solvers. Traditional ladder logic
can be straightforwardly transformed to a SAT problem in which there are only boolean variables which
determine if a certain boolean output becomes true or false. Over the years the ladder logic instruction
set has grown but most instructions can still be seen as predicates, where now a combination of boolean
and real valued expressions determines an output.

In this project the tool Z3 [21] is used as SMT solver. The tool Z3 is one of the leading SMT solvers
and is freely available under the MIT license. Z3 has bindings for several popular programming languages
such as Java, C++ and Python. Additionally Z3 allows specification in the SMT-LIB 2.0 standard [22].
The SMT-LIB standard is a universal language shared by SMT solvers which allows the SMT solvers to
compete in competitions using the same benchmarks. Due to the simplicity of the SMT language and its
greater portability to other SMT solvers it is chosen to use the SMT-LIB 2.0 format. Z3 also has the option
to give input for the solving strategy that should be used for the problem at hand. Although Z3 is highly
optimized for many common classes of problems, changes to the solver heuristics could potentially speed
up the solver for this problem category. Examples of strategies that can be applied are to first for example
split clauses followed by trying to remove unnecessary operators (such as negations, modulo operations
and divisions), followed by trying to solve the equation. This specific order of strategies might benefit
one class of problems more than the standard Z3 algorithm. Also strategies prioritizing certain classes of
problems such as horn clauses can be applied if the input is known to contain horn clauses.
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4 Translation of ladder logic to SMT
In order to verify properties of the ladder logic program, both the program in XML format and the
properties have to be converted to the SMT-LIB 2.0 format. In this section first a general overview of the
verification process and an insight into defining properties to verify is given. Next, translation schemes
for a rung and the basic instructions of Section 2.1.1 to logical formulas are presented. Afterwards an
example the process of translating a full rung using the translation schemes is shown. In the remainder of
this section the translation schemes of the other instructions of Section 2 to logical formulas are given.

4.1 Verification process
In Fig. 8 an overview of the approach of validating properties is shown. A ladder logic project is auto-
matically converted to SMT using an implementation of the translation schemes. The logical formulas of
the translation schemes can be trivially translated to SMT clauses. Textual requirements of the PLC code
can be formalised in a logical formula in terms of the tag names used in the PLC program. A (manual)
conversion of the requirement to SMT is necessary in order to combine requirement clause with the fully
translated PLC project. After combining the two, the merged result can be checked for satisfiability by
an SMT solver such as Z3. An SMT solver checks if a satisfiable result exists for the given input. If a
satisfiable result is found a model containing an assignment for each variable for which the result was
satisfiable can be returned by the model checker.

Ladder logic project

in XML format

Textual

Requirement

Automatic

conversion to SMT

Translation

schemes

Formal

Requirement

Merge

Verify

(Using Z3)

Satisfiability

result
Model

Manual conversion

to SMT

Figure 8: Overview of the approach

If no requirement is added to the translated ladder logic code the result will always be satisfiable.
This is because a PLC program cannot contradict itself and the ladder logic instructions can always be
executed. By adding a requirement clause, contradictions between the ladder logic program and the
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requirement can be found leading to an unsatisfiable result.

Different types of requirements can be verified. A requirements such as, if an emergency stop button
is pressed a motor will always turn off, is a typical example of a requirement that can be verified. When
adding a requirement such as emergency push button→motor off the SMT solver can find an instance
where if emergency push button is true also motor off is true if there is such an instance. Typically,
it is interesting to check if a property always holds. In the previous case there might also be situations
where the motor is not turned off when the emergency push button is pushed, but as soon as one instance is
found where it does hold the solver returns a satisfiable result. By instead combining the translated PLC
project with the negation of the requirement: not(emergency push button→ motor off ), the result
will be satisfiable if a case is found where the requirement does not hold. If the requirement holds in
all possible executions the result returned by the SMT solver is unsatisfiable. Therefore when checking
requirements the negation of a requirement is used during verification. When the result is satisfiable and
thus the requirement does not hold the model returned by the SMT solver provides a counter example as
to why the requirement does not hold.

To avoid requirements influencing each other only 1 requirement should be checked at a time. The
translation of the PLC project is independent of the requirement and thus can be reused for verifying
subsequent requirements.

Throughout the execution of the PLC program, variable values can be updated and the same variable
can be updated several times within 1 execution cycle of the program. In SMT, each variable can only be
assigned a single value by the solver. By creating a new variable every time a variable is updated the in-
termediate states of the variable in the PLC program can be represented. The intermediate representations
of the variable will be referred to as instantiations.

A translation of the PLC project to SMT is typically the translation of a single PLC continuous task
execution cycle. By not assigning values for input tags and tags set by the previous execution cycles the
SMT solver is free to choose arbitrary values to see if a satisfiable assignment of variables can be found.
This simulates the effect of the PLC starting from any arbitrary state. If a requirement holds from any
arbitrary state it will always hold. When it is known an input will lead to a desired output in more than 1
cycle either an intermediate result can be verified or multiple loops over the program can be made during
the conversion to SMT. With multiple conversion loops over the PLC program new instantiations of the
variables are created with which each cycle is represented. When converting multiple PLC cycles at a
time also the problem size increases rapidly.

4.2 Translation of rung and basic instructions to SMT
To parse the language and conveniently translate the input to the SMT-LIB 2.0 format a translation closely
resembling the Tseitin transformation is used [23]. The Tseitin transformation transforms an arbitrary
propositional formula to the conjunctive normal form. This is done by introducing auxiliary variables
without the formula growing exponentially in size. In our case an auxiliary propositional variable is
created after each input instruction to represent the rung-condition at that position in the rung [4]. The
auxiliary variables are expressed in terms of the preceding auxiliary variable and the logical expression
of the current instruction. By using this transformation our program can translate the complex rung
expression through simpler intermediate statements. In contrast to the Tseitin transformation we do not
bring the entire expression back to CNF form but leave the intermediate form for the SMT solver to solve.

The Tseitin transformation does not produce an equivalent result to the original input but produces an
equisatisfiable result [24]. Equisatisfiablity is defined in definition 4.
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Definition 4 (Equisatisfiability). Let φ and ψ be two formulae. We say that φ is equisatisfiable to ψ ,
notation φ ≈ ψ , iff φ is satisfiable↔ ψ is satisfiable.

Because we are checking for satisfiability, formulae with equisatisfiable results can be interchanged
without changing the verification result.

The result of the substitution can also be reversed again for simplifying the final formula. The auxil-
iary variables can be substituted according to theorem 1.

Theorem 1 (subsitution auxiliary variables). When we have
∧n

i=1(pi↔ ai)∧φ(p1, ..., pn)≈ φ(a1, ...,an)
(according to the Tseitin transformation), where≈ is the equisatisfiability sign defined in definition 4. We
can substitute the left hand side for the right hand side in a satisfiability problem.

This follows from the essence of the Tseitin transformation and equisatisfiability in SAT solving [24].

Tags used in the instructions are represented by the previously mentioned instantiations of the tags in
the translation. To keep track of the instantations a variable mapping f : Var→Var is defined in definition
5. The variable mapping contains the latest instantiation of a variable and allows new instantiations to be
stored.

Definition 5 (Variable mapping). A variable mapping f : Var → Var is defined to return the latest
instantiation of variable a by calling f (a). A new instantation anew can be set using f [a := anew].

To keep track of the result of evaluating an instruction we create a tuple that is used as input for
evaluating the next instruction. The tuple has the form <φ , p, f> where φ represents the resulting
logic expression of the translation, p the resulting proposition letter containing the rung-condition at that
point in the rung and f the resulting variable mapping. If we for example translate the input instruction
XIC with Boolean variable a, input rung-condition proposition letter p and input variable mapping f we
obtain translation T (XIC(a), p, f ) = <p′↔ f (a)∧ p, p′, f> where p′ is a fresh proposition letter. p′

represents the Boolean state after the XIC instruction and is used as input for the next translation. In this
case no assignment to variable a is made so the variable mapping f remains unchanged. p′↔ f (a)∧ p
shows the relation between the previous instruction and this instruction, where the new rung-condition
p′ is true if and only if the current instantiation of a is true and the previous rung-condition p is true.
Through an inductive translation on the original rung the resulting logic expression eventually contains
all instructions in the rung and can be evaluated by the SMT solver.

The formal definition of the translation for a rung defined in definition 2 is then defined by definition 6.
In definition 6 a translation for the basic instructions is given. The other instruction categories will be
handled in future sections.

Definition 6 (Rung translation). Let r be a rung expression, p a proposition variable, and f : Var→ Var
a variable mapping. We define the translation of a rung Trung(r, p, f ) inductively by:

• Trung(es, p, f ) = Texp–seq(es, p, f ) if r = es, where es is an expression sequence.

The translation of an expression sequence es, Texp–seq(es, p, f ), is given by

• Texp–seq(ε, p, f ) =<true, p, f> if es = ε

• Texp–seq(e es′, p, f ) =<ψ1∧ψ2, p′′, f ′′> if es = e es′, where
<ψ1, p′, f ′>= Texp(e, p, f )
<ψ2, p′′, f ′′>= Texp–seq(es′, p′, f ′)
and e is an expression and es′ an expression sequence.

The translation of an expression e, Texp(e, p, f ), is given by
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• Texp(ε, p, f ) =<true, p, f> if e = ε

• Texp(br, p, f ) = Tbranch(br, p, f ) if e = br, where br is a branch.

• Texp(XIC(a), p, f ) =<p′↔ f (a)∧ p, p′, f> if e = XIC(a), where a is a Boolean variable and p′

is a fresh proposition letter.

• Texp(XIO(a), p, f ) =<p′↔¬ f (a)∧ p, p′, f> if e = XIO(a), where a is a Boolean variable and
p′ is a fresh proposition letter.

• Texp(EQU(a,b), p, f ) = <p′↔ ( f (a)↔ f (b))∧ p, p′, f> if e = EQU(a,b), where a and b are
integer or real variables and p′ is a fresh proposition letter.

• Texp(NEQ(a,b), p, f ) =<p′↔¬( f (a)↔ f (b))∧ p, p′, f> if e = NEQ(a,b), where a and b are
integer or real variables and p′ is a fresh proposition letter.

• Texp(LES(a,b), p, f ) = <p′ ↔ ( f (a) < f (b))∧ p, p′, f> if e = LES(a,b), where a and b are
integer or real variables and p′ is a fresh proposition letter.

• Texp(LEQ(a,b), p, f ) = <p′ ↔ ( f (a) ≤ f (b))∧ p, p′, f> if e = LEQ(a,b), where a and b are
integer or real variables and p′ is a fresh proposition letter.

• Texp(GRT(a,b), p, f ) = <p′ ↔ ( f (a) > f (b))∧ p, p′, f> if e = GRT(a,b), where a and b are
integer or real variables and p′ is a fresh proposition letter.

• Texp(GEQ(a,b), p, f ) = <p′↔ ( f (a) ≥ f (b))∧ p, p′, f> if e = GEQ(a,b), where a and b are
integer or real variables and p′ is a fresh proposition letter.

• Texp(AFI(), p, f ) =<p′↔ false, p′, f> if e = AFI(), where p′ is a fresh proposition letter.

• Texp(ONS(a), p, f ) =<(p∧¬ f (a)→ p′∧anew)∧(p∧ f (a)→¬p′∧anew)∧(¬p→¬p′∧¬anew),
p′, f [a := anew]> if e = ONS(a), where a is a Boolean variable, anew is a fresh instantiation of the
variable a and p′ is a fresh proposition letter.

• Texp(LIM(a,b,c), p, f ) =<p′↔ (
( f (a)≤ f (c)→ f (a)≤ f (b)∧ f (b)≤ f (c))∧
( f (a)> f (c)→ f (a)≤ f (b)∨ f (b)≤ f (c))∧
p), p′, f> if e = LIM(a,b,c), where a, b and c are integer or real variables and p′ is a fresh

proposition letter.

• Texp(OTE(a), p, f ) =<anew↔ p, p, f [a := anew]> if e = OTE(a), where anew is a fresh instanti-
ation of the variable a.

• Texp(MOV(a,b), p, f ) = <(p→ (bnew ↔ f (a)))∧ (¬p→ (bnew ↔ f (b))), p, f [b := bnew]> if
e = MOV(a,b), where a and b are integer or real variables and bnew is a fresh instantiation of the
variable b.

• Texp(OTL(a), p, f ) = <(p→ anew)∧ (¬p→ (anew ↔ f (a))), p, f [a := anew]> if e = OTL(a),
where a is a Boolean variable and anew is a fresh instantiation of the variable a.

• Texp(OTU(a), p, f ) =<(p→¬anew)∧ (¬p→ (anew↔ f (a))), p, f [a := anew]> if e = OTU(a),
where a is a Boolean variable and anew is a fresh instantiation of the variable a.

• Texp(ADD(a,b,c), p, f ) = <(p→ (cnew ↔ ( f (a)+ f (b))))∧ (¬p→ (cnew ↔ f (c))), p, f [c :=
cnew]> if e = ADD(a,b,c), where a, b and c are integer or real variables and cnew is a fresh instan-
tiation of the variable c.
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• Texp(SUB(a,b,c), p, f ) = <(p→ (cnew ↔ ( f (a)− f (b))))∧ (¬p→ (cnew ↔ f (c))), p, f [c :=
cnew]> if e = SUB(a,b,c), where a, b and c are integer or real variables and cnew is a fresh instan-
tiation of the variable c.

• Texp(MOD(a,b,c), p, f ) = <(p→ (cnew ↔ ( f (a)% f (b))))∧ (¬p→ (cnew ↔ f (c))), p, f [c :=
cnew]> if e = MOD(a,b,c), where a, b and c are integer or real variables and cnew is a fresh instan-
tiation of the variable c.

• Texp(ABS(a,b), p, f ) =<(p→ (( f (a)< 0→ (bnew↔− f (a)))∧( f (a)≥ 0→ (bnew↔ f (a)))))∧
(¬p→ (bnew↔ f (b))), p, f [b := bnew]> if e = ABS(a,b), where a and b are integer or real vari-
ables and bnew is a fresh instantiation of the variable b.

• Texp(OSF(a,b), p, f ) = <(p→ anew ∧¬bnew)∧ (¬p∧¬ f (a)→¬anew ∧¬bnew)∧ (¬p∧ f (a)→
¬anew∧bnew), p, f [a := anew, b := bnew]> if e = OSF(a,b), where a and b are Boolean variables
and anew and bnew are fresh instantiations of the variables a and b respectively.

• Texp(OSR(a,b), p, f ) =<(¬p→¬anew∧¬bnew)∧(p∧¬ f (a)→ anew∧bnew)∧(p∧ f (a)→ anew∧
¬bnew), p, f [a := anew, b := bnew]> if e = OSR(a,b), where a and b are Boolean variables and anew
and bnew are fresh instantiations of the variables a and b respectively.

• Texp(NOP(), p, f ) =<true, p, f> if e = NOP()

The translation of a branch br, Tbranch(br, p, f ), is given by

• Tbranch(ess, p, f ) = Texp–seq–seq(ess, p, f ) if br = ess, where ess is a sequence of expression
sequences.

Finally, the translation of an expression-sequence-sequence ess, Texp–seq–seq(ess, p, f ), is given by

• Texp–seq–seq(es1 es2, p, f ) =<ψ1∧ψ2∧ (q↔ p′∨ p′′), q, f ′′> if ess = es1 es2, where
<ψ1, p′, f ′>= Texp–seq(es1, p, f )
<ψ2, p′′, f ′′>= Texp–seq(es2, p, f ′)
and es1 and es2 are a sequence of expression and q is a fresh proposition letter.

• Texp–seq–seq(es ess′, p, f ) =<ψ1∧ψ2∧ (q↔ p′∨ p′′), q, f ′′> if ess = es ess′, where
<ψ1, p′, f ′>= Texp–seq(es, p, f )
<ψ2, p′′, f ′′>= Texp–seq–seq(ess′, p, f ′)
and es is an expression sequence, ess′ is a sequence of expression sequences and q is a fresh
proposition letter.

Taking the resulting tuple of the rung r, <φ , p, f>, the logic expression φ can be translated to
SMT-LIB 2.0 format.

4.3 Example
In Fig. 9 an example rung can be seen. The XML representation of this rung is given in Fig. 10. The
example is worked out according to definition 6 in a tree structure in Fig. 11. The resulting tuple of the
operation is given by

<(p1↔ a∧ true)∧ (p2↔ b∧ p1)∧ (p3↔ c∧ p2)∧ (p4↔ d∧ p1)∧ (p5↔ p3∨ p4)∧ (enew↔ p5),

p5, f [e := enew]> (2)
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Figure 9: Example rung.

1 XIC(a) [XIC(b) XIC(c) , XIC(d) ]OTE(e);

Figure 10: Example input rung in the XML representation

where the propositional expression to check for satisfiability is represented by the first element of the
tuple:

(p1↔ a∧ true)∧ (p2↔ b∧ p1)∧ (p3↔ c∧ p2)∧ (p4↔ d∧ p1)∧ (p5↔ p3∨ p4)∧ (enew↔ p5) (3)

where p1, p2, p3, p4 and p5 are the auxiliary proposition variables representing the respective logic
value at the locations in Fig. 9. The variable enew is a new instatiation of variable e which is updated
in our mapping f by setting f [e := enew]. This mapping is returned in the third element of the tuple for
potential use in subsequent rung translations. The resulting proposition letter of this rung is returned in
the second element of the tuple being p5. The whole expression can be simplified by substituting the
auxiliary variables according to theorem 1. The derivation is given by

(p1↔ a∧ true)∧ (p2↔ b∧ p1)∧ (p3↔ c∧ p2)∧ (p4↔ d∧ p1)∧ (p5↔ p3∨ p4)∧ (enew↔ p5)
(p1↔a)
≈

(p2↔ b∧a)∧ (p3↔ c∧ p2)∧ (p4↔ d∧a)∧ (p5↔ p3∨ p4)∧ (enew↔ p5)
(p2↔b∧a)
≈

(p3↔ c∧b∧a)∧ (p4↔ d∧a)∧ (p5↔ p3∨ p4)∧ (enew↔ p5)
(p3↔c∧b∧a)
≈

(p4↔ d∧a)∧ (p5↔ (c∧b∧a)∨ p4)∧ (enew↔ p5)
(p4↔d∧a)
≈

(p5↔ (c∧b∧a)∨ (d∧a))∧ (enew↔ p5)
(p5↔(c∧b∧a)∨(d∧a))

≈
(enew↔ (c∧b∧a)∨ (d∧a))

This intuitively resembles the meaning of the rung in Fig. 9.

If we want to check whether the property: if variable a is true, variable enew will also always be
true, represented by the expression a→ (enew ↔ true), we can add the negation of this expression as a
disjunction to the original rung logic resulting in

(p1↔ a∧ true)∧ (p2↔ b∧ p1)∧ (p3↔ c∧ p2)∧ (p4↔ d∧ p1)∧ (p5↔ p3∨ p4)∧ (enew↔ p5)∧
¬(a→ (enew↔ true)). (4)

When this expression is turned into Z3 program it returns a satisfiable assignment where a is true but
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Trung(XIC(a)[XIC(b)XIC(c),XIC(d)]OTE(e), true, f ) =
Texp–seq(XIC(a)[XIC(b)XIC(c),XIC(d)]OTE(e), true, f ) =

<(p1↔ a∧ true)∧ (p2↔ b∧ p1)∧ (p3↔ c∧ p2)∧ (p4↔ d∧ p1)∧ (p5↔ p3 ∨ p4)∧ (enew↔ p5), p5, f [e := enew]>

Texp(XIC(a), true, f ) =
<p1↔ a∧ true, p1, f>

Texp–seq([XIC(b)XIC(c),XIC(d)]OTE(e), p1, f ) =
<(p2↔ b∧ p1)∧ (p3↔ c∧ p2)∧ (p4↔ d∧ p1)∧
(p5↔ p3 ∨ p4)∧ (enew↔ p5), p5, f [e := enew]>

Texp([XIC(b)XIC(c),XIC(d)], p1, f ) =
Tbranch([XIC(b)XIC(c),XIC(d)], p1, f ) =

Texp–seq–seq(XIC(b)XIC(c),XIC(d), p1, f ) =
<(p2↔ b∧ p1)∧ (p3↔ c∧ p2)∧

(p4↔ d∧ p1)∧ (p5↔ p3 ∨ p4), p5, f>

Texp–seq(XIC(b)XIC(c), p1, f ) =
<(p2↔ b∧ p1)∧

(p3↔ c∧ p2), p3, f>

Texp(XIC(b), p1, f ) =
<(p2↔ b∧ p1), p2, f>

Texp–seq(XIC(c), p2, f ) =
<(p3↔ c∧ p2), p3, f>

Texp(XIC(c), p2, f ) =
<p3↔ c∧ p2, p3, f>

Texp–seq(ε, p3, f ) =
<true, p3, f>

Texp–seq(XIC(d), p1, f ) =
<p4↔ d∧ p1, p4, f>

Texp(XIC(d), p1, f ) =
<p4↔ d∧ p1, p4>

Texp–seq(ε, p4, f ) =
<true, p4, f>

Texp–seq(OTE(e), p5, f ) =
<(enew↔ p5), p5, f [e := enew]>

Texp(OTE(e), p5, f ) =
<enew↔ p5, p5, f [e := enew]>

Texp–seq(ε, p5,
f[e := enew) =

<true, p5, f [e := enew]>

Figure 11: Tree structure of applying definition 6 to the example rung in Fig. 9
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the value of enew is false. Also the other variables b, c and d are returned all with value false. This means
our property does not hold if b, c and d are false. The Z3 program can be seen in Appendix C.

4.4 Counters and timers
Counter and timer instructions, explained in Section 2.1.2, can be translated to SMT similarly to the basic
instructions but take more logic to translate. The translation is based on the flowcharts and combines
the different cases into a single logical formula. The SMT translation of the instructions can be seen in
definition 7.

Definition 7 (Counter and Timer translation). The counter and timer translation is an extension of defi-
nition 6 where the translation of an expression e, Texp(e, p, f ), is extended with

• Texp(CTD(a,?,?), p, f ) =<
(¬p→¬a.CDnew∧ (a.ACCnew↔ f (a.ACC)))∧
(p∧ f (a.CD)→ a.CDnew∧ (a.ACCnew↔ f (a.ACC)))∧
(p∧¬ f (a.CD)→ a.CDnew∧ (a.ACCnew↔ f (a.ACC)−1))∧
(a.ACCnew < f (a.PRE)↔¬a.DNnew),
p, f [a.ACC := a.ACCnew, a.DN := a.DNnew, a.CD := a.CDnew]> if e = CTD(a,?,?), where a is a
counter structure according to Table 2 and a.CDnew, a.DNnew and a.ACCnew are fresh instantiations
of the respective structure variables of counter structure a.

• Texp(CTU(a,?,?), p, f ) =<
(¬p→¬a.CUnew∧ (a.ACCnew↔ f (a.ACC)))∧
(p∧ f (a.CU)→ a.CUnew∧ (a.ACCnew↔ f (a.ACC)))∧
(p∧¬ f (a.CU)→ a.CUnew∧ (a.ACCnew↔ f (a.ACC)+1))∧
(a.ACCnew < f (a.PRE)↔¬a.DNnew),
p, f [a.ACC := a.ACCnew, a.DN := a.DNnew, a.CU := a.CUnew]> if e = CTU(a,?,?), where a is a
counter structure according to Table 2 and a.CUnew, a.DNnew and a.ACCnew are fresh instantiations
of the respective structure variables of counter structure a.

• Texp(RES(a), p, f ) =
if a is a timer structure:
<(p→¬a.DNnew∧¬a.ENnew∧¬a.T Tnew∧ (a.ACCnew↔ 0))∧
(¬p→ (a.DNnew ↔ f (a.DN))∧ (a.ENnew ↔ f (a.EN))∧ (a.T Tnew ↔ f (a.T T ))∧ (a.ACCnew ↔

f (a.ACC))),
p, f [a.ACC := a.ACCnew, a.DN := a.DNnew, a.EN := a.ENnew, a.T T := a.T Tnew]> if e=RES(a),
where a is a timer structure according to Table 3 and a.ACCnew, a.DNnew, a.ENnew and a.T Tnew are
fresh instantiations of the respective structure variables of timer structure a.
if a is a counter structure:
<(p→¬a.DNnew∧¬a.CDnew∧¬a.CUnew∧ (a.ACCnew↔ 0))∧
(¬p→ (a.DNnew ↔ f (a.DN))∧ (a.CDnew ↔ f (a.CD))∧ (a.CUnew ↔ f (a.CU))∧ (a.ACCnew ↔

f (a.ACC))),
p, f [a.ACC := a.ACCnew, a.DN := a.DNnew, a.CD := a.CDnew,a.CU := a.CUnew]> if e = RES(a),
where a is a counter structure according to Table 2 and a.CDnew, a.CUnew, a.DNnew and a.ACCnew
are fresh instantiations of the respective structure variables of counter structure a.

• Texp(RTO(a,?,?), p, f ) =<
(¬p→¬a.ENnew∧¬a.T Tnew∧ (a.ACCnew↔ f (a.ACC))∧ (a.DNnew↔ f (a.DN)))∧
(p∧ f (a.DN)→ a.ENnew∧¬a.T Tnew∧ (a.ACCnew↔ f (a.ACC))∧ (a.DNnew↔ f (a.DN)))∧
(p∧¬ f (a.DN)∧¬ f (a.EN)→ a.ENnew∧a.T Tnew∧ (a.ACCnew↔ f (a.ACC))∧ (a.DNnew↔

f (a.DN)))∧
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(p∧¬ f (a.DN)∧ f (a.EN)→ (a.ENnew∧a.ACCnew ≥ f (a.ACC))∧
((a.ACCnew < f (a.PRE)∧¬a.DNnew∧a.T Tnew)∨
(a.ACCnew ≥ f (a.PRE)∧¬a.T Tnew∧a.DNnew))),

p, f [a.ACC := a.ACCnew, a.DN := a.DNnew, a.EN := a.ENnew, a.T T := a.T Tnew]> if e = RTO(a,?,?),
where a is a timer structure according to Table 3 and a.ACCnew, a.DNnew, a.ENnew and a.T Tnew are
fresh instantiations of the respective structure variables of timer structure a.

• Texp(TOF(a,?,?), p, f ) =<
(p→ a.ENnew∧¬a.T Tnew∧ (a.ACCnew↔ 0)∧a.DNnew)∧
(¬p∧¬ f (a.DN)→¬a.ENnew∧¬a.T Tnew∧ (a.ACCnew↔ f (a.ACC))∧¬a.DNnew)∧
(¬p∧ f (a.DN)∧ f (a.EN)→¬a.ENnew∧a.T Tnew∧ (a.ACCnew↔ f (a.ACC))∧a.DNnew)∧
(¬p∧ f (a.DN)∧¬ f (a.EN)→ (¬a.ENnew ∧ a.ACCnew ≥ f (a.ACC))∧ ((a.ACCnew < f (a.PRE)∧

a.DNnew∧a.T Tnew)∨ (a.ACCnew ≥ f (a.PRE)∧¬a.T Tnew∧¬a.DNnew))),
p, f [a.ACC := a.ACCnew, a.DN := a.DNnew, a.EN := a.ENnew, a.T T := a.T Tnew]> if e = TOF(a,?,?),
where a is a timer structure according to Table 3 and a.ACCnew, a.DNnew, a.ENnew and a.T Tnew are
fresh instantiations of the respective structure variables of timer structure a.

• Texp(TON(a,?,?), p, f ) =<
(¬p→¬a.ENnew∧¬a.T Tnew∧ (a.ACCnew↔ 0)∧¬a.DNnew)∧
(p∧ f (a.DN)→ a.ENnew∧¬a.T Tnew∧ (a.ACCnew↔ f (a.ACC))∧a.DNnew)∧
(p∧¬ f (a.DN)∧¬ f (a.EN)→ a.ENnew∧a.T Tnew∧ (a.ACCnew↔ f (a.ACC))∧¬a.DNnew)∧
(p∧¬ f (a.DN)∧ f (a.EN)→ (a.ENnew∧a.ACCnew ≥ f (a.ACC))∧ ((a.ACCnew < f (a.PRE)∧

¬a.DNnew∧a.T Tnew)∨ (a.ACCnew ≥ f (a.PRE)∧¬a.T Tnew∧a.DNnew))),
p, f [a.ACC := a.ACCnew, a.DN := a.DNnew, a.EN := a.ENnew, a.T T := a.T Tnew]> if e = TON(a,?,?),
where a is a timer structure according to Table 3 and a.ACCnew, a.DNnew, a.ENnew and a.T Tnew are
fresh instantiations of the respective structure variables of timer structure a.

4.5 Jump instructions
Jump instructions, explained in Section 2.1.3, pose an additional challenge in SAT solving because as-
signments are made to variables depending on if the jump is taken or not, which is dependent on the
preceding rung logic of the jump instruction. The solver can only check if the jump is taken during the
verification stage. When taking the jump, presumably new instantiations of variables will be created,
differently from if the jump was not taken. After returning from the jump instruction, instructions need
to use the latest instantiation of variables which might differ if the jump was taken or not taken. To keep
consistent instantiations the jump is therefore always evaluated but the translations of instructions gen-
erating new instantiations are extended by only changing the value of the new instantiation if the state
before the jump instruction was true. If the state turned out to be false the new instantiation is set equal
to the old instantiation.

In order to check if a jump instruction was taken an extra parameter is added to the translation.
The parameter will be referred to as p jump and it contains the rung-condition-in proposition variable of
the currently evaluated jump instruction. If no jump instruction is currently being evaluated, p jump will
contain the value true. Because the jump instructions can be nested the correct argument list of the JSR
instruction, arg list, has to be applied at the correct location. To keep track of these lists, they are also
passed as additional parameters in the translation together with the number of input arguments, inp num,
of the JSR instruction. The original tuple <φ , p, f> where φ represents the resulting logic expression
of the translation, p the resulting proposition letter containing the rung-condition at that point in the rung
and f the resulting variable mapping is extended. The first three parameters remain the same but the tuple
will be updated to <φ , p, f , p jump, ni, arg>, where p jump is the aforementioned rung-condition-in
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proposition variable of the currently evaluated jump instruction, ni the number of input arguments of the
currently evaluated jump instruction and arg the argument list of the currently evaluated jump instruction.

All previous translation definitions, such as the instructions and rung sequence translations, are up-
dated to contain the three new arguments p jump, ni and arg. Also the resulting tuple will be updated to
contain these three arguments. In all previous translations the three arguments are returned unmodified.

All instructions updating the variable mapping (output instructions (OI) and the ONS input instruc-
tion) will be modified to deal with the conditional jump. The instructions have the same behaviour if the
jump is taken but will leave the output unchanged if the jump is not taken. An example translation of an
expression e taking into account jump instructions, Tjump–exp(e, p, f , p jump, ni, arg), is given by
Tjump–exp(exp(a), p, f , p jump, ni, arg) =<(p jump→ (anew↔ p))∧ (¬p jump→ (anew↔ a)), p, f [a :=
anew], p jump, ni, arg> if e = exp(a), where anew is a fresh instantiation of the variable a and a represents
all variables in the variable mapping that are updated updated in the instruction. (anew↔ p) in this case
represents the normal logic expression translation of the expression exp(a).

The definition for a routine supporting jump instructions is given in definition 8.

Definition 8 (Routine translation). Let ro be a routine, p and p jump proposition variables, f : Var →
Var a variable mapping defined according to definition 5, ni the number of input arguments of the current
jump instruction and arg a list of arguments of the current jump instruction. We define the translation of
a routine Troutine(ro, p, f , p jump, ni, arg) inductively by:

• Troutine(rs, p, f , p jump, ni, arg) = Trung–seq(rs, p, f , p jump, ni, arg) if ro = rs, where rs is a rung
sequence.

The translation of a rung sequence rs, Trung–seq(rs, p, f , p jump, ni, arg), is given by

• Trung–seq(ε, p, f , p jump, ni, arg) =<true, p, f , p jump, ni, arg> if rs = ε

• Trung–seq(r rs′, p, f , p jump, ni, arg) =<ψ1∧ψ2, p, f ′′, p′′jump, ni, arg> if rs = r rs′, where
<ψ1, p′, f ′, p′jump, ni, arg>= Trung(r, p, f , p jump, ni, arg)
<ψ2, p′′, f ′′, p′′jump, ni, arg>= Trung–seq(rs′, p, f ′, p′jump, ni, arg)
and r is a rung expression and rs′ a rung sequence.

The translation of the jump instructions themselves of Table 5 can be seen in definition 9.

Definition 9 (Jump instruction translation). The jump translation is an extension of definition 6 and
definition 8 where the translation of the jump expression e, Tjump–exp(e, p, f , p jump, ni, arg), is extended
with

• Tjump–exp(JSR(rout, input num,arg list), p, f , p jump, ni, arg) =
<ψ1, p, f ′, p jump, ni, arg> if e = JSR(rout, input num, arg list), where
<ψ1, p′, f ′, p′jump, ni′, arg′>= Troutine(ro, p, f , p, input num, arg list) and ro is the routine
corresponding with routine name rout, input num the number of inputs and arg list the list of
arguments.

• Tjump–exp(SBR(input list), p, f , p jump, ni, arg) =<
(p jump→ (

(p→ (
∧

0≤i<ni input list(i)new↔ f (arg(i))))∧
(¬p→ (

∧
0≤i<ni input list(i)new↔ f (input list(i))))

))∧
(¬p jump→ (∧

0≤i<ni input list(i)new↔ f (input list(i))
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)),
p, f [

∧
0≤i<ni input list(i) := input list(i)new], p jump, ni, arg> if e = SBR(input list), where

input list(i)new is a fresh instantiation of index i of the input list.

• Tjump–exp(RET(return list), p, f , p jump, ni, arg) =<
(p jump→ (

(p→ (
∧

ni≤i<length(arg) arg(i)new↔ f (return list(i))))∧
(¬p→ (

∧
ni≤i<length(arg) arg(i)new↔ f (arg(i))))

))∧
(¬p jump→ (∧

ni≤i<length(arg) arg(i)new↔ f (arg(i))
)),
p, f [

∧
ni≤i<length(arg) arg(i) := arg(i)new], ¬p∧ p jump, ni, arg> if e = RET(return list), where

arg(i)new is a fresh instantiation of index i of the argument list arg.

The return instructions RET can be seen to update the variable p jump. This is because, depending on
the rung-condition the instruction returns to the previous routine or not. This behaviour can be treated
similar to a jump instruction and thus the proposition variable p jump can be used to keep track of if the
instructions after the RET instructions are actually executed.

4.6 Abstracted instructions
The abstracted instructions, mentioned in Section 2.1.4, are elaborated on in this section. As implied,
this category contains instructions that are either complex to translate to SMT format, difficult to solve
by the SMT verifier or require access to variables that are influenced by real world events. Because
it is difficult to give a precise translation, the instructions are abstracted. This means that the output
variable is treated as undetermined whenever the instruction is enabled and as unchanged whenever the
instruction is disabled (and thus does not update the variables). By leaving the output value undetermined
the SMT solver can fill in arbitrary values and determine if within the value range a value can create a
satisfiable solution. Whenever the instruction is not enabled the new instantiation can be set to equal to
the old instantiation. Requirements directly depending on the actual output of these instructions might
produce spurious counterexamples by returning assignments that might not be possible in practice. All
other requirements, however, can circumvent having to verify these instructions making it easier for the
solver. Because the output can assume any value requirements that do not hold will not go unnoticed as
a result of abstracting the translations. The applied abstractions of the instructions and an explanation of
the abstraction can be seen in Table 7.
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XML Instructions Type Description

MUL(src a,src b,dest c) OI (Multiply) Multiplications are easily done by most verifiers but
the result can become non linear with which the SMT veri-
fier struggles. Therefore the instruction is abstracted. In the
translation, variable dest c is set to an undetermined value if
the rung-condition-in is true and left unchanged if the rung-
condition-in is false.

DIV(src a,src b,dest c) OI (Divide) For similar reasons to the multiplication instruction
this instruction is abstracted. In the translation variable dest c
is set to an undetermined value if the rung-condition-in is true
and left unchanged if the rung-condition-in is false.

SQR(src a,dest b) OI (Square Root) Similarly to the multiplication and division in-
struction the square root instruction is abstracted. In the
translation variable dest b is set to an undetermined value if
the rung-condition-in is true and left unchanged if the rung-
condition-in is false.

CPT(dest,math–exp) OI (Compute) In the translation variable dest is set to an undeter-
mined value if the rung-condition-in is true and left unchanged
if the rung-condition-in is false.

PID(a,b,c,d,e, f ,g) OI (Proportional Integral Derivative) The computation performed
by a PID instruction is complex and thus not much can be said
about the output (control variable d). Instead variable d is set
to an undetermined value if the rung-condition-in is true and
left unchanged if the rung-condition-in is false.

AVE(a,b,c,d,?,?) OI (File Average) In the translation variable c is set to an undeter-
mined value if the rung-condition-in is true and left unchanged
if the rung-condition-in is false.

CMP(math–exp) II (Compare) In the translation the rung-condition-out is set to an
undetermined value if the rung-condition-in is true and set to
false if the rung-condition-in is false.

GSV(a,b,c,d) OI (Get System Value) The result of the GSV cannot be known by
the SMT solver so the output d is left undetermined whenever
the rung-condition-in is true and left unchanged if the rung-
condition-in is false.

BTD(a,b,c,d,e) OI (Bit Field Distribute) For simplicity the instruction is ab-
stracted and the destination c, is set to undetermined when-
ever the instruction is enabled (rung-condition-in is true) and
left unchanged whenever the instruction is disabled (rung-
condition-in is false).

SWPB(a,b,c) OI (Swap Byte) In the translation the output c is set to undeter-
mined whenever the instruction is enabled (rung-condition-in
is true) and left unchanged whenever the instruction is disabled
(rung-condition-in is false).

Table 7: Abstracted instructions translation.
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The translation of the abstracted instructions is given in definition 10.

Definition 10 (Abstracted instruction translation). The translation for abstracted instructions is an exten-
sion of definition 6 and definition 8 where the translation of the jump expression e, Tjump–exp(e, p, f ,
p jump, ni, arg), is extended with

• Tjump–exp(MUL(a,b,c), p, f , p jump, ni, arg) =<(p jump→ (¬p→ (cnew↔ f (c))))∧ (¬p jump→
(cnew↔ f (c))), p, f [c := cnew], p jump, ni, arg> if e = MUL(a, b, c), where c is an integer or real
variable and cnew a fresh instantiation of variable c.

• Tjump–exp(DIV(a,b,c), p, f , p jump, ni, arg) = <(p jump→ (¬p→ (cnew↔ f (c))))∧ (¬p jump→
(cnew↔ f (c))), p, f [c := cnew], p jump, ni, arg> if e = DIV(a, b, c), where c is an integer or real
variable and cnew a fresh instantiation of variable c.

• Tjump–exp(SQR(a,b), p, f , p jump, ni, arg) = <(p jump → (¬p→ (bnew ↔ f (b))))∧ (¬p jump →
(bnew ↔ f (b))), p, f [b := bnew], p jump, ni, arg> if e = SQR(a, b), where b is an integer or real
variable and bnew a fresh instantiation of variable b.

• Tjump–exp(CPT(a,b), p, f , p jump, ni, arg) = <(p jump → (¬p→ (anew ↔ f (a))))∧ (¬p jump →
(anew ↔ f (a))), p, f [a := anew], p jump, ni, arg> if e = CPT(a, b), where a is an integer or real
variable and b a mathematical expression.

• Tjump–exp(PID(a,b,c,d,e, f ,g), p, f , p jump, ni, arg) = <(p jump → (¬p → (dnew ↔ f (d))))∧
(¬p jump→ (dnew↔ f (d))), p, f [d := dnew], p jump, ni, arg> if e = PID(a, b, c, d, e, f, g), where
d is the controlled integer or real variable.

• Tjump–exp(AVE(a,b,c,d,?,?), p, f , p jump, ni, arg)=<(p jump→ (¬p→ (cnew↔ f (c))))∧(¬p jump
→ (cnew↔ f (c))), p, f [c := cnew], p jump, ni, arg> if e = AVE(a, b, c, d, ?, ?), where c is the re-
sulting average integer or real variable.

• Tjump–exp(CMP(a), p, f , p jump, ni, arg) = <¬p→¬p′, p′, f , p jump, ni, arg> if e = CMP(a),
where a is a mathematical expression.

• Tjump–exp(GSV(a,b,c,d), p, f , p jump, ni, arg) =<(p jump→ (¬p→ (dnew↔ f (d))))∧ (¬p jump
→ (dnew↔ f (d))), p, f [d := dnew], p jump, ni, arg> if e = GSV(a, b, c, d), where d is the destina-
tion integer or real variable.

• Tjump–exp(BTD(a,b,c,d,e), p, f , p jump, ni, arg)=<(p jump→ (¬p→ (cnew↔ f (c))))∧(¬p jump→
(cnew↔ f (c))), p, f [c := cnew], p jump, ni, arg> if e = BTD(a, b, c, d, e), where c is the destination
integer or real variable.

• Tjump–exp(SWPB(a,b,c), p, f , p jump, ni, arg) = <(p jump → (¬p→ (cnew ↔ f (c))))∧ (¬p jump
→ (cnew↔ f (c))), p, f [c := cnew], p jump, ni, arg> if e = SWPB(a, b, c), where c is the resulting
destination variable.

4.7 Add-On instructions
The final category of instructions being the custom instruction named Add-On instruction is explained
in Section 2.1.5. Similarly to the JSR instruction the Add-On jumps to a routine, executes logic and
returns to the place it jumped from. To keep variable instantiations consistent we again always evaluate
the Add-On instruction and update the jump state p jump to be the rung-condition from before the Add-On
instruction was called. Variable values are updated depending on the state of p jump during verification.
Translating the Add-On instruction can be split up in three steps.
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First of all the input parameters defined in the Add-On instruction need to be matched to the arguments
given as input to the Add-On instruction. The process of matching input and output variables of the Add-
On instruction is not explained here and instead it is assumed that there is a list of matched inputs variables
with corresponding arguments and output variables with corresponding arguments. The variables are
updated depending on the value of p jump.

After the inputs have been matched the routine ro, belonging to Add-On instruction can be evaluated
similarly to the translation of a routine in a JSR instruction.

When the routine ends the output variables are matched to the output arguments of the Add-On
instruction depending on the value of p jump.

The definition for translating an Add-On instruction is given in definition 11.

Definition 11 (Add-On translation). The translation of an Add-On instruction is an extension of defini-
tion 6 and definition 8 where the translation of the jump expression e, Tjump–exp(e, p, f , p jump, ni, arg),
is extended with

• Tjump–exp(AddOn(AddOnVar,arg list), p, f , p jump, ni, arg) =<ψ1∧ψ2∧ψ3, p, f 3, p jump, ni,
arg> if e = AddOn(AddOnVar, arg list), where
<ψ1, p, f 1, p′jump, ni, arg>=

∧
0≤i<numInAO Tpar(Input(a,b), p, f , p∧ p jump,ni,arg)

<ψ2, p′, f 2, p′jump, ni, arg>= Troutine(ro, p, f 1, p′jump,ni,arg)
<ψ3, p, f 3, p′jump, ni, arg>=

∧
0≤i<numOutAO Tpar(Output(a,b), p, f 2, p′jump,ni,arg)

and numInpAO is the number of Input parameters of the Add-On instruction, Input(a, b) a combi-
nation of Input variable a with passed parameter b, ro is the Add-On routine corresponding to the
called Add-On instruction, numOutAO is the number of Output parameters of the Add-On instruc-
tion and Output(a, b) a combination of Output variable a with passed parameter b.

The translation of a parameter par, Tpar(par, p, f , p jump, ni, arg), is given by

• Tpar(Input(a,b), p, f , p jump, ni, arg) = <(p jump → (anew ↔ b))∧ (¬p jump → (anew ↔ a)), p,
f [a := anew], p jump, ni, arg> if par = Input(a,b), where a is an Input variable of the Add-On, anew
a fresh instantiation of a and b is the passed parameter. Input(a,b) is not specified as such in the
XML file but a and b can be matched through logic.

• Tpar(Output(a,b), p, f , p jump, ni, arg) =<(p jump→ (bnew↔ a))∧ (¬p jump→ (bnew↔ b)), p,
f [b := bnew], p jump, ni, arg> if par = Output(a, b), where a is an Output variable of the Add-On,
b is the passed parameter andbnew a fresh instantiation of b. Output(a,b) is not specified as such in
the XML file but a and b can be matched through logic.

5 Use case
An implementation for translating PLC projects to SMT was made based on the given translation. To
test the implementation several PLC projects running currently at Tata Steel BOSF2 were put to the test.
By testing our implementation on the Tata Steel PLCs the implementation is tested on an industrial sized
problem.

In the tests three different types of projects were tested, a system responsible for cooling water, a sys-
tem responsible for turning the ladle turret and a system responsible for adjusting the mould for casting.
The PLCs have been in operation for sometimes as long as 20 years and thus most errors have already
been found in the software. All systems are explained in their respective sections and requirements are
given in textual and a formal representation. The final requirements verified in SMT format are given in
Appendix D.
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5.1 Checking requirements
The solver is primarily used for checking requirements of the system. Requirements can be added as
described in Section 4.1. The requirement has to be added as the last clause in the SMT code because
otherwise the variables in the requirement might not have been declared yet.

When testing requirements it is preferable to define the requirement in terms of the IO inputs and
outputs. When a requirement is checked in terms of intermediate variables the requirement might hold
but either the intermediate variables are not set correctly from the IO input or the IO output is not set
correctly from the intermediate variable. This can lead to requirements being falsely believed to hold.

When creating requirements care needs to be taken to choose the correct instantiations of the vari-
ables. Typically the first instantiation of input variables are used in the requirements and the last instan-
tiation of output variables. When using intermediate variables extra care needs to be taken to when the
variables are set and used. Rockwell in their software provides an overview of each variable where they
are read and written (cross reference) which is useful for tracking variable usage.

In the made implementation some assumptions are made for the verification result to hold. The vari-
able types in the SMT verifier and the PLC have different precisions and ranges. It is therefore assumed
the tags do not overflow or that the precision of REAL variables influence the verification outcome. Fur-
thermore, not all instructions present in the Rockwell ladder logic language have a translation to an SMT
form as of yet. It is therefore assumed that in the verified projects these instructions do not influence the
verification result. Finally as mentioned before, event and periodic tasks were not considered part of the
scope of this project and the influence on the verification of them is not taken into account. Due to limited
use of periodic and event tasks in the Tata Steel PLC programs and by far most instructions present in the
programs being supported, these assumptions are not regarded as unreasonable for the verification.

5.2 Cooling water
The first system tested was a program in a PLC responsible for supplying cooling water used for cooling
down the strands after leaving the cast mould. For the system a written set of textual requirements was
available [25]. The requirements are about the control of a single valve named “valve 8SE539”. We first
go over a textual representation of the given requirements in a slightly different form than the original
requirements. We will then translate these requirements to a formal requirement in a logical formula in
terms of the actual tag names. The purpose of this section is not to give the reader a deep understanding
of the meaning of the requirements or tags belonging to the requirements. Instead this section gives an
insight into types of requirements that can be verified and problems you can run into during verification.
In Section 5.2.3 the result of the verification is given.

5.2.1 Textual requirements

This section describes the original given requirements of the PLC program, in a slightly different form.

TR1 The PLC may set the control of valve 8SE539 to automatic mode only if the human machine
interface (HMI) mode is set to automatic or the machine is in preparation cast mode.

TR2 The PLC must release automatic control of valve 8SE539 if the HMI mode is set to manual.

TR3 The PLC opens valve 8SE539 in automatic mode when all the following conditions are met:

a. REO 1 pump is off

b. REO 2 pump is off
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c. REO 1 pump speed PV < 150 rpm

d. REO 2 pump speed PV < 150 rpm

e. there is a water request

TR4 The PLC closes valve 8SE539 in automatic mode when one of the following conditions is met:

a. emergency case D is active

b. REO 1 pump is on or REO 2 pump is on

c. machine is out of commissioning

TR5 The PLC may set the control of valve 8SE539 to manual mode only if the HMI mode is set to
manual mode.

TR6 The PLC must release manual control of valve 8SE539 if the HMI mode is set to automatic or the
machine requests water.

TR7 The PLC opens valve 8SE539 in manual mode when all the following conditions are met:

a. REO 1 pump is off

b. REO 2 pump is off

c. command from HMI to open

TR8 The PLC closes valve 8SE539 in manual mode when one of the following conditions is met:

a. emergency case D is active

b. REO 1 pump is on or REO 2 pump is on

c. command close valve from HMI

5.2.2 Formal requirements

This section gives the formal requirement representation of the textual requirements given in Section 5.2.1.
In Table 8 the definition of the various tag names are shown.

FR1 RSVw INT In.G2WREO[0].28∨G2W PrepCastClrMachMode→ ByVlvPumps.Auto

FR2 RSVw INT In.G2WREO[0].29→ not ByVlvPumps.Auto

FR3 ByVlvPumps.Auto∧not G2WREO PumpsOn∧Pump1 Speed FB< 150∧Pump2 Speed FB<
150∧GW WaterReq→ GWP08B2 BK0621 A18 : O.Data[1].6

FR4 ByVlvPumps.Auto∧(G2W EmergCase D Active∨G2WREO PumpsOn∨not MachInOper)→
not GWP08B2 BK0621 A18 : O.Data[1].6

FR5 RSVw INT In.G2WREO[0].29→ ByVlvPumps.Man

FR6 RSVw INT In.G2WREO[0].28∨G2W PrepCastClrMachMode→ not ByVlvPumps.Man

FR7 (not G2WREO PumpsOn)∧ByVlvPumps.Man∧RSVw INT In.G2WREO[0].26→
GWP08B2 BK0621 A18 : O.Data[1].6

FR8 ByVlvPumps.Man∧ (G2W EmergCase D Active∨G2WREO PumpsOn∨
RSVw INT In.G2WREO[0].27)→ not GWP08B2 BK0621 A18 : O.Data[1].6
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Tag name Type Description

RSVw INT In.G2WREO[0].28 BOOL Input from HMI to go to automatic mode (true:
automatic mode, false: not automatic mode).

G2W PrepCastClrMachMode BOOL Tag for signalling machine is in preparation
cast mode (true: in preparation cast mode,
false: not in preparation cast mode).

ByVlvPumps.Auto BOOL Internal tag to signal valve 8SE539 is in au-
tomatic mode (true: in automatic mode, false:
not in automatic mode).

RSVw INT In.G2WREO[0].29 BOOL Input from HMI to go to manual mode (true:
go to manual mode, false: go out manual
mode).

G2WREO PumpsOn BOOL Internal PLC tag to signify both REO 1 pump
and REO 2 pump are on (true: both pumps are
on, false: either one or both pumps are off).

Pump1 Speed FB INT Current speed of the REO 1 pump in rpm.

Pump2 Speed FB INT Current speed of the REO 2 pump in rpm.

GW WaterReq BOOL Internal PLC tag to signify there is a water re-
quest (true: water request, false: no water re-
quest).

GWP08B2 BK0621 A18 : O.Data[1].6 BOOL Output tag to valve 8SE539 (true: open/open-
ing, false: closed/closing).

G2W EmergCase D Active BOOL Tag to signify if emergency case D is active
(true: emergency case D is active, false: emer-
gency case D is not active).

MachInOper BOOL Tag to signify if machine is in commissioning
(true: machine in commissioning, false: out of
commissioning).

ByVlvPumps.Man BOOL Internal tag to signal valve 8SE539 is in man-
ual mode (true: in manual mode, false: not in
manual mode).

RSVw INT In.G2WREO[0].26 BOOL Input from HMI to open valve 8SE539 (true:
command open valve, false: command don’t
open valve).

RSVw INT In.G2WREO[0].27 BOOL Input from HMI to close valve 8SE539 (true:
command close valve, false: command don’t
close valve).

Table 8: Tag definitions formal requirements of Section 5.2.2
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5.2.3 Result

Almost all requirements could be found to not immediately hold when literally interpreting the require-
ments. Instead modifications to the functional requirements had to made to validate the requirements.
Below we present those required changes. Some requirements are dependent on the value of test bits.
These test bits can be controlled externally and are used to turn on and off certain functionality by the
programmers in the PLC without having to reupload software. Ideally these testbits are removed after the
initial testing is done.

R1 Requirement 1 is in addition to the requirement itself also dependent on two test bits (TestAutostart
and Testbit NO BypassREO 1). Contrary to the wording of the requirement the preparation cast
must not be constantly set but instead transition from false to true. This behaviour is guarded by an
ONS instruction using tag ONS[2].

R2 Requirement 2 is again dependent on a test bit (Testbit NO BypassREO 1). Additionally if the
HMI mode is set to manual and the condition for automatic control holds at the same time the
control is set back to automatic. In practice the control can not be set to both manual and automatic
at the same time.

R3 Requirement 3 is dependent on a ONS (ONS[3]) instruction so that only if the conditions switch
from false to true the valve is opened. Additionally the requirements for closing the valve have to
be false otherwise the output is unlatched which is not explicitly mentioned in the requirements.

R4 The behaviour for the “machine in operation” is also dependent on a ONS instruction (Ons[4]).

R5 To set the PLC to manual mode additionally the constraints for going to automatic mode must be
false.

R6 To release manual mode there is an additional dependency on two test bits (TestAutostart and
Testbit NO BypassREO 1). Contrary to the requirement the preparation cast must not be con-
stantly set but instead transition from false to true. This behaviour is guarded by an ONS instruction
using ONS[2].

R7 In manual mode the valve can be opened using the requirement but additionally the requirements
for closing the valve must not be set.

R8 The original requirement for closing the valve in manual mode immediately holds.

After validating the requirements and discussing the results no issues into the functioning of the PLCs
have been found. Checking the requirements in this detail, however, does show how precise requirements
have to be in order to be correctly verified. The updated requirements that hold in practice can be seen in
Section 5.2.4.

5.2.4 Updated Formal requirements

This section shows the updated formal requirements which include the conditions to make the require-
ments hold. The extra tags are explained in Table 9.

FR1 (
RSVw INT In.G2WREO[0].28∨
(

G2W PrepCastClrMachMode∧
(not Ons[2])∧
(TestAutostart∨Testbit NO BypassREO 1)
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)
)→ ByVlvPumps.Auto

FR2 (
RSVw INT In.G2WREO[0].29∧
(not RSVw INT In.G2WREO[0].28)∧
Testbit NO BypassREO 1∧
(not G2W PrepCastClrMachMode)

)→ (not ByVlvPumps.Auto)

FR3 (
ByVlvPumps.Auto∧
(not G2WREO PumpsOn)∧
(Pump1 Speed FB < 150)∧
(Pump2 Speed FB < 150)∧
GW WaterReq∧
(not Ons[3])∧
(not

(
G2W EmergCase D Active∨
G2WREO PumpsOn∨
ByVlvPumps.Man∨
(not Testbit NO BypassREO 1)∨
(not MachInOper)

)
)

)→ GWP08B2 BK0621 A18 : O.Data[1].6

FR4 (
(

G2W EmergCase D Active∨
G2WREO PumpsOn∨
(

(not MachInOper)∧
ByVlvPumps.Auto∧
(not Ons[4])

)
)

)→ not GWP08B2 BK0621 A18 : O.Data[1].6

FR5 (
RSVw INT In.G2WREO[0].29∧
(not

(
RSVw INT In.G2WREO[0].28∨
(

G2W PrepCastClrMachMode∧
(not Ons[2])∧
(TestAutostart∨Testbit NO BypassREO 1)

)
)
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)
)→ ByVlvPumps.Man

FR6 (
RSVw INT In.G2WREO[0].28∨
(

G2W PrepCastClrMachMode∧
(not Ons[2])∧
(TestAutostart∨Testbit NO BypassREO 1)

)
)→ not ByVlvPumps.Man

FR7 (
(not G2WREO PumpsOn)∧
ByVlvPumps.Man∧
RSVw INT In.G2WREO[0].26∧
(not

(
(G2W EmergCase D Active∨G2WREO PumpsOn∨
ByVlvPumps.Man∨
(not Testbit NO BypassREO 1)∨
(not MachInOper)

)
)

)→ GWP08B2 BK0621 A18 : O.Data[1].6)

Tag name Type Description

Ons[2] BOOL Internal tag containing the last rung-condition-in of a
oneshot (ONS) instruction.

TestAutostart BOOL Test bit used to turn on and off certain parts of the code by
the programmers.

Testbit NO BypassREO 1 BOOL Test bit used to turn on and off certain parts of the code by
the programmers.

Ons[3] BOOL Internal tag containing the last rung-condition-in of a
oneshot (ONS) instruction.

Ons[4] BOOL Internal tag containing the last rung-condition-in of a
oneshot (ONS) instruction.

Table 9: Tag definitions formal requirements of Section 5.2.4

5.3 Ladle turret
The next system observed is responsible for turning the ladle turret. The program responsible for turning
the ladle turret is part of one of the largest PLCs at BOSF2 code size wise. Verifying properties of this
PLC should give an accurate representation for the complexity and size of industrial PLCs.
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The ladles containing liquid steel are placed on a rotating turret by a crane. This turret can rotate to
be able to cast the steel slabs and place a new ladle on the turret at the same time. The cranes placing
the ladle can be in the path of the rotating turret and thus the turret should not be rotating whenever the
crane is blocking the path. The cranes can only move whenever there is permission from the ladle turret
to move. So, there should be no permission given if the ladle turret is moving. Additionally the rotation
can be aborted by pushing an emergency button.

No documented list of requirements was available for this system so the formal requirements are
partially reverse engineered from the software in collaboration with C. Olie. Ideally these requirements
are created and documented in the design phase of the software.

5.3.1 Textual requirements

TR1 The PLC must turn off any movement of the ladle turret when emergency stop button 1 is pressed.

TR2 The PLC must turn off any movement of the ladle turret when emergency stop button 2 is pressed.

TR3 The PLC must turn off any movement of the ladle turret when emergency stop button 3 is pressed.

TR4 The PLC must not start moving the ladle turret when it is blocked by the crane and no emergency
turn push button is pushed.

TR5 The crane cannot receive permission from the PLC to move whenever the following conditions are
met at the same time:

a. Drive A is running

b. Drive A is “healthy”

c. the communication of Drive A is working

or

a. Drive B is running

b. Drive B is “healthy”

c. the communication of Drive B is working

5.3.2 Formal requirements

In this section the formal representation of the textual requirements in Section 5.3.1 are given. The
definition of the tags used can be seen in Table 10.

Most of our requirements depend on turning off any movement of the ladle turret so we will give
the conditions of the ladle turret turning off separately. There are two separate motors that are used for
rotating the ladle turret, Drive A and Drive B. The motors are mechanically linked to each other with a
cogwheel and can be operated separately. The motors are turned on when the enable command is given
and the run command is given. The actual output to the motors is set 1 PLC execution cycle after the PLC
has determined the value of the enable and run command and stored this in an intermediate tag. To be
able to verify properties in 1 PLC execution cycle the intermediate tags are used for verification. These
tags are not modified before the actual motor output is set and thus provide no verification inaccuracies.

The formal translations of the requirements are given below.

Movement of the ladle turret is turned off by the PLC when not:
(G1ADT DriveA.O.Enable∧G1ADT DriveA.O.Run)∨
(G1ADT DriveB.O.Enable∧G1ADT DriveB.O.Run)
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FR1 not G1M19GC3BP01 A08 : I.Data[0].10→ not(
(G1ADT DriveA.O.Enable∧G1ADT DriveA.O.Run)∨
(G1ADT DriveB.O.Enable∧G1ADT DriveB.O.Run))

FR2 not G1M19GVOBP21 A08 : I.Data[1].0→ not(
(G1ADT DriveA.O.Enable∧G1ADT DriveA.O.Run)∨
(G1ADT DriveB.O.Enable∧G1ADT DriveB.O.Run))

FR3 not G1M19GVOBP11 A08 : 0 : I.0→ not(
(G1ADT DriveA.O.Enable∧G1ADT DriveA.O.Run)∨
(G1ADT DriveB.O.Enable∧G1ADT DriveB.O.Run))

FR4 LtBlockByCrane∧ (not EmTurnPB)→ (not SetpointEnable)

FR5 Requirement 5 is separated into two requirements

FR5.1 (DrvA IF.DriveActive∧DrvA IF.DriveOK∧DrvACommOK IF)∨
(DrvB IF.DriveActive∧DrvB IF.DriveOK∧DrvBCommOK IF))→
not G1ADT LtNoTurn

FR5.2 not G1ADT LtNoTurn→ not PermCrane

Tag name Type Description

G1ADT DriveA.O.Enable BOOL Intermediate tag to enable Drive A (true: drive A
enabled, false: drive A not enabled).

G1ADT DriveA.O.Run BOOL Intermediate tag to to set Drive A to the running
state (true: Drive A running, false: Drive A not
running).

G1ADT DriveB.O.Enable BOOL Intermediate tag to enable Drive B (true: drive B
enabled, false: drive B not enabled).

G1ADT DriveB.O.Run BOOL Intermediate tag to to set Drive B to the running
state (true: Drive B running, false: Drive B not
running).

G1M19GC3BP01 A08 : I.Data[0].10 BOOL Input tag with the state of emergency stop button
1 (true: emergency stop button not pressed, false:
emergency stop button pressed).

G1M19GVOBP21 A08 : I.Data[1].0 BOOL Input tag with the state of emergency stop button
2 (true: emergency stop button not pressed, false:
emergency stop button pressed).

G1M19GVOBP11 A08 : 0 : I.0 BOOL Input tag with the state of emergency stop button
3 (true: emergency stop button not pressed, false:
emergency stop button pressed).

LtBlockByCrane BOOL Tag stating if the ladle turret is blocked by the
crane (true: crane blocks ladle turret, false: crane
does not block ladle turret).

EmTurnPB BOOL Tag stating if one of the emergency turn push
buttons is pressed (true: emergency turn but-
ton pressed, false: emergency turn button not
pressed).
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SetpointEnable BOOL Tag stating that ladle turret can start moving with
a new speed setpoint or continue with old speed
setpoint (true: setpoint is enabled, false: setpoint
not enabled).

DrvA IF.DriveActive BOOL Input tag of Drive A stating it is currently running
(true: Drive A is running, false: Drive A is not
running).

DrvA IF.DriveOK BOOL Input tag of Drive A stating if there are errors
in the Drive (true: Drive A has no errors, false:
Drive A has an error).

DrvACommOK IF BOOL Input tag of Drive A stating if the communication
between the PLC and Drive A is working (true:
communication with Drive A is working, false:
communication with Drive A is not working).

DrvB IF.DriveActive BOOL Input tag of Drive B stating it is currently running
(true: Drive B is running, false: Drive B is not
running).

DrvB IF.DriveOK BOOL Input tag of Drive B stating if there are errors
in the Drive (true: Drive B has no errors, false:
Drive B has an error).

DrvBCommOK IF BOOL Input tag of Drive B stating if the communication
between the PLC and Drive B is working (true:
communication with Drive B is working, false:
communication with Drive B is not working).

G1ADT LtNoTurn BOOL Tag stating that neither Drive A or Drive B is
currently turning and thus the ladle turret is not
turning (true: ladle turret not turning, false: ladle
turret turning).

PermCrane BOOL Tag stating if the crane has permission to move
(true: crane has permission to move, false: crane
does not have permission to move).

Table 10: Tag definitions formal requirements of Section 5.3.2

5.3.3 Result

All the formal requirements in Section 5.3.2 hold in a single cycle of verification. Due to partially re-
verse engineering requirements the initial hypotheses were not always correct. The textual and formal
requirements have been immediately updated to account for the differences.

R1-3 All requirements for the emergency stop buttons hold and successfully turn off rotation of the ladle
turret. Due to the order of the program the actual actuators will only be switched 1 PLC execution
cycle later. Because the cycle time of the PLC is relatively fast this is not a problem in practice.
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R4 Requirement 4 has been updated several times in order to make the requirement hold. The initial
hypothesis was that, whenever the crane is in the path of the ladle turret, the ladle turret would
instantly stop rotating. Different from with the emergency stop buttons the turret seems to be
allowed to steadily decrease speed till a standstill is reached. The slowdown can occur over an
arbitrary amount of cycles and cannot be verified easily using SMT. The requirement was therefore
altered to check if a new speed setpoint is set by checking SetpointEnable. After changing the
requirement it could still be found to not hold because there appear to be several physical overwrite
buttons to set the ladle turret to an emergency turning state. This means that after being in a
standstill position and the crane blocks the ladle turret that if the button is pushed the ladle turret
can still start moving. These emergency turning buttons are intentional but not well documented.
The function of the undocumented button shows how a potentially dangerous situation can be found
with the SMT solver.

R5 Requirement 5 is split up into two separate requirements R5.1 and R5.2. The original require-
ment does not hold after one cycle. By splitting up the requirements the full requirement can be
found to hold after two cycles. First the combinations of inputs always set the last instantiation of
G1ADT LtNoTurn to false. When G1ADT LtNoTurn is false at the start of the PLC execution
cycle this will always result in PermCrane to be false. And thus giving no permission to the crane
to move whenever the ladle turret is moving.

After validating the requirements and discussing the results no issues into the functioning of the program
have been found. Because of the safety criticalness of the system verifying these requirements provides
important validation of some parts of the system.

5.4 Mould adjustment
A requirement of the mould adjustment program was validated on request of Tata Steel. At times the
mould would not be properly adjusted which could be because of the Tata Steel PLC program or a bought
in black box system controlling the actual mould adjustment plates. The program receives input from a
higher level computer program (level 2) to decide what mould should be used for casting. A requirement
was given which should start the adjustment by the Tata Steel PLCs. The textual and formal requirement
can be seen in the sections below.

5.4.1 Textual requirement

TR1 An adjustment of the mould should start when all of the following conditions are met:

a. Width and taper setpoints are received from the level 2 computer.

b. A start position setpoint from the level 2 computer of 40 meters is received.

c. A bottom width setpoint from the level 2 computer of 1.3 meters is received.

d. Mould taper setpoint from the level 2 computer of 1.1 % is received.

e. A casted strand length of 40.001 meters is measured.

f. A bottom width of 1.3 meter is measured.

g. Mould adjustment program is in “computer” mode.

h. Setpoints from the black box systems are okay.
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Tag name Type Description

L2 MWC Setpoint Ons BOOL New setpoint available from level 2 computer
(true: new setpoint available, false: no new set-
point available).

Data from L2.Bool[0].Boolean[1] IF BOOL Setpoint is valid from level 2 computer (true: set-
point valid, false: setpoint not valid).

Data from L2.Float[11] REAL Start position setpoint from level 2 computer in
meters.

Data from L2.Float[13] REAL Bottom width setpoint from level 2 computer in
meters.

Data from L2.Float[14] REAL Taper setpoint from level 2 computer in percent-
ages.

G11TR TDSPos I7 REAL Actual length of the strand head/ casted length in
mm.

BottomWidth IDW REAL Actual bottom width from Mould Adjustment
system (the black box system) in mm.

ModeCPT BOOL Mould adjustment program is in computer mode
(true: in computer mode, false: not in computer
mode).

New L2 MWC BOOL New level 2 computer system active (true: active,
false, not active)

Setpoint OK BOOL Setpoint alright signal from Mould Adjustment
system (black box system) (true: setpoint is al-
right, false, setpoint not alright).

PB0 Out L[10].2 BOOL Command to start adjustment to Mould Adjust-
ment system (black box system) (true: start
mould adjustment, false: don’t start mould ad-
justment).

Table 11: Tag definitions formal requirements of Section 5.4.2
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5.4.2 Formal requirement

This section gives the formal requirement representation of the textual requirements given in Section 5.4.1.
In Table 10 the definition of the various tag names are shown.

(L2 MWC Setpoint Ons∧
Data from L2.Bool[0].Boolean[1]∧
Data from L2.Float[11] = 40∧
Data from L2.Float[13] = 1.3∧
Data from L2.Float[14] = 1.1∧
G11TR TDSPos I7 = 40001∧
BottomWidth IDW = 1300∧
ModeCPT ∧
New L2 MWC∧
Setpoint OK)→
PB0 Out L[10].2

5.4.3 Result

The original requirement did not hold in one cycle. Several modifications were made to make the eventual
requirement hold:

• Tag PushStartInAutoMode IDW has to be true.

• Tag CPTAdjSelected has to be true.

• Either tag CastSpeedGrt07, GVVS Active or vrijgavegieten has to be true.

• OneShot.26 has to be false initially

• Finally the requirement was dependent on the multiplication of Data from L2.Float[11] and
Data from L2.Float[13] with constant 1000. Due to the abstraction of the multiplication instruc-
tion the result of the multiplication is undetermined. For this reason the tags in the requirement
were placed with the tags containing the multiplication results being Aim Startposition IL2 and
Aim mold bottom width IL2 respectively.

The results give an insight for Tata Steel on the extra conditions that need to hold for the Tata Steel
PLC to start the mould adjustment. When these extra requirements are not an issue, the bought in black
box system can be accused as the culprit. At Tata Steel BOSF2 there is a PLC logging system but only
limited tags can be logged. By identifying the execution flow required for the requirement to hold these
tags can be logged and thus potential errors can be found easier in practice.

5.5 Benchmarks
The requirements were verified using Z3 version 4.8.7 on a 64 bit Intel i7-4710MQ CPU @ 2.50 GHz
machine with 8 GB RAM running Windows 8.1 Enterprise, version 6.3 and build 9600. The problem
sizes for the various problems can be seen in Table 12.

The cooling water problem is the smallest verification problem but still significant with over 20000
clauses and close to 30000 variables. The problem itself and the 8 requirements can each be verified in
under 1 second. Each problem can be easier or more difficult for the solver to solve and thus result in
different solving times with the shortest solving time being over three times shorter than others with just
0.25s.
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Problem PLC instructions SMT Variables SMT Clauses
Cooling Water 14,505 29,747 21,052
Ladle Turret 30,164 58,509 42,774
Mould Adjustment 22,526 46,130 32,443

Table 12: PLC and SMT problem size of the various problems.

Requirement Time (s) Result
No requirement 0.95 SAT
1 0.65 Holds (UNSAT)
2 0.42 Holds (UNSAT)
3 0.49 Holds (UNSAT)
4 0.70 Holds (UNSAT)
5 0.78 Holds (UNSAT)
6 0.67 Holds (UNSAT)
7 0.25 Holds (UNSAT)
8 0.64 Holds (UNSAT)

Table 13: Cooling water requirements benchmarks.

The ladle turret problem is approximately twice as large as the cooling water problem in both amount
of variables and clauses. As we know SMT problems do not scale linearly with the problem size so a
larger increase in solving time is expected. Table 14 shows that when no requirement is added the total
solving time is close to 8 seconds to produce a satisfiable result. When requirements are added, however,
most requirements can still be proven to hold in under 1 second. Requirement 5.1 proves to be more
difficult for the solver requiring 6.64 seconds.

The mould adjustment problem in size sits between the cooling water and ladle turret problem. With
no requirement added the the result verifies satisfiable in 2.71 seconds and the requirement can be found
to hold in 1.46 seconds.

In each problem finding the satisfiable solution without requirement takes the longest as opposed to
verifying the requirements hold (an unsatisfiable solution).

Requirement Time (s) Result
No requirement 7.96 SAT
1 0.76 Holds (UNSAT)
2 0.73 Holds (UNSAT)
3 0.74 Holds (UNSAT)
4 0.75 Holds (UNSAT)
5.1 6.64 Holds (UNSAT)
5.2 0.76 Holds (UNSAT)

Table 14: Ladle turret requirements benchmarks.
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Requirement Time (s) Result
No requirement 2.71 SAT
1 1.46 Holds (UNSAT)

Table 15: Mould adjustment requirements benchmarks.

6 Conclusion
In this thesis a translation of the most often used instructions in Rockwell ladder logic to SMT has been
made. The translations have been implemented in a program automatically translating a ladder logic
controller into SMT. Industrial sized PLC projects from the Tata Steel Basic Oxygen Steel Factory have
been used to check the feasibility of source code verification of PLCs. Several PLC projects have been
translated and requirements for them have been created. All requirements could be verified in a matter of
seconds. The relative ease with which the SMT solver can verify requirements makes SMT solving highly
suitable for verifying requirements of PLC code and useful in the context of Tata Steel. The program used
to translate the controllers can in its current state already be very helpful to PLC programmers to verify
properties of the code. Also checking assumptions of bugs or even checking execution flows of the PLC
program, which can become difficult for large programs, can be simplified using the verifier. Currently
creating and checking requirements can be a slow process requiring knowledge about how to translate
the requirements to SMT-LIB 2.0 format as well as some knowledge about the program to formulate the
requirements and matching the correct instantiations of variables. The tool can be extended to help PLC
programmers formulate these requirements more easily.
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A Context Free Grammar Rockwell
The CFG of the Rockwell XML language is given in definition 12. The highest level in the XML file is
a controller under which all program logic and tags are structured. Many details not used from the XML
such as security information and IO ports definitions are left out to reduce complexity.

Definition 12 (CFG XML Rockwell). The context free grammar (CFG) of the XML language of Rock-
well Automation Logix 5000 controllers can be defined as [11]:

controller ::= datatypes tags programs tasks
datatypes ::= datatype*
tags ::= tag*
programs ::= program*

tasks ::= task*

datatype ::= "Name=" DataType Name members
DataType Name ::= string

members ::= member*
member ::= "Name=" Member Name

("DataType=" datatype)?
"Dimension=" Dimension1

"Radix=" radix
("Constant=" constant)?
"ExternalAccess=" external access

datatype ::= "BOOL" | "INT" | User DataType
Dimension ::= integer

radix ::= "Binary"

| "Decimal"

| "Octal"

| "Hex"

| "ASCII"

constant ::= "true"| "false"

external access ::= "Read/Write" | "Read Only"| "None"

User DataType ::= string

tag ::= "Name=" Tag Name
"TagType=" tag type
("DataType=" datatype)?
"Radix=" radix
("Constant=" constant)?
"ExternalAccess=" external access
("Value=" Value)?

Tag Name ::= string

tag type ::= "Base" | "Alias" | "Produced" | "Consumed"

Value ::= integer

program ::= tags routines Program Name Main Routine Name

1Size of array
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routines ::= routine*
Program Name ::= string

Main Routine Name ::= string

routine ::= rung-seq Routine Name

rung-seq ::=

rung-exp rung-seq
| ε

Routine Name ::= string

rung-exp ::= exp-seq ";"

exp-seq ::=

exp exp-seq
| ε

exp ::= branch
| II

| OI

| ε

branch ::= "[" exp-seq-seq "]"

exp-seq-seq ::=

exp-seq "," exp-seq
| exp-seq "," exp-seq-seq

task ::= "Name=" Task Name
"Type=" Task Type
"Priority=" Task Priority
("Rate=" Task Rate)?
scheduled programs?

Task Name ::= string

Task Type ::= "CONTINUOUS" | "PERIODIC" | "EVENT"

Task Priority ::= integer

Task Rate ::= integer

scheduled programs ::= scheduled program*

scheduled program ::= Scheduled Program Name

Scheduled Program Name ::= string

It is important to note that a rung logic expression sequence will always terminate with an output in-
struction (OI). This is not made explicit in the CFG.
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B ANTLR rung grammar Parsing
In definition 13 the ANTLR grammar file used to parse the ladder logic rungs can be seen. The parser
generator tool ANTLR is used to automatically generate build and walk parse trees from an input rung.

Definition 13 (Antlr grammar). The grammar used to parse rung expressions is defined as:

grammar Rung;

rung: expseq ';' ;

branch: '[' expseqseq ']';

expseqseq

: expseq ',' expseqseq

| expseq ',' expseq

;

exp : ii

| oi

| branch

;

expseq

: exp expseq

|

;

ii : xic

| xio

| equ

| neq

| les

| leq

| grt

| geq

| afi

| ons

| lim

;

xic : XICCMD id ')';
xio : XIOCMD id ')';
equ : EQUCMD var ',' var ')';
neq : NEQCMD var ',' var ')';
les : LESCMD var ',' var ')';
leq : LEQCMD var ',' var ')';
grt : GRTCMD var ',' var ')';
geq : GEQCMD var ',' var ')';
afi : AFICMD ')';
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ons : ONSCMD id ')';
lim : LIMCMD var ',' var ',' var ')';

oi : ote

| mov

| otl

| otu

| add

| sub

| mul

| div

| mod

| sqr

| abs

| osf

| osr

| otu

| nop

| ctd

| ctu

| res

| rto

| tof

| ton

| jsr

| sbr

| ret

| cpt

| fal

| pid

| cop

| ffu

| ffl

| ave

| cmp

| msg

| gsv

| btd

| cps

| clr

| ssv

| swpb

| ado

| jmp

| lbl

;
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ote : OTECMD id ')';
mov : MOVCMD var ',' var ')';
otl : OTLCMD id ')';
otu : OTUCMD id ')';
add : ADDCMD var ',' var ',' var ')';
sub : SUBCMD var ',' var ',' var ')';
mul : MULCMD var ',' var ',' var ')';
div : DIVCMD var ',' var ',' var ')';
mod : MODCMD var ',' var ',' var ')';
sqr : SQRCMD var ',' var ')';
abs : ABSCMD '(' var ',' var ')';
osf : OSFCMD id ',' id ')';
osr : OSRCMD id ',' id ')';
nop : NOPCMD ')';
ctd : CTDCMD id ',' '?' ',' '?' ')';
ctu : CTUCMD id ',' '?' ',' '?' ')';
res : RESCMD id ')';
rto : RTOCMD id ',' '?' ',' '?' ')';
tof : TOFCMD id ',' '?' ',' '?' ')';
ton : TONCMD id ',' '?' ',' '?' ')';
jsr : JSRCMD id ',' number (',' var)* ')';
sbr : SBRCMD id? (',' id)* ')';
ret : RETCMD var? (',' var)* ')';
cpt : CPTCMD id ',' mathexp ')';
fal : FALCMD id ',' '?' ',' '?' ',' id ',' id ',' mathexp ')';
pid : PIDCMD id ',' id ',' var ',' id ',' var ',' var ',' var ')';
cop : COPCMD id ',' id ',' var ')';
ffu : FFUCMD id ',' id ',' id ',' '?' ',' '?' ')';
ffl : FFLCMD id ',' id ',' id ',' '?' ',' '?' ')';
ave : AVECMD id ',' number ',' id ',' id ',' '?' ',' '?' ')';
cmp : CMPCMD mathexp ')';
msg : MSGCMD id ')';
gsv : GSVCMD (var | '?')? ',' (var | '?')? ',' (var | '?')? ',' id ')';
btd : BTDCMD var ',' number ',' id ',' number ',' number ')';
cps : CPSCMD id ',' id ',' var ')';
clr : CLRCMD id ')';
ssv : SSVCMD (var | '?')? ',' (var | '?')? ',' (var | '?')? ',' id ')';
swpb : SWPBCMD id ',' id ',' id ')';
ado : id '(' var? (',' var)* ')';
jmp : JMPCMD id ')';
lbl : LBLCMD id ')';

WS : [ \t\r\n]+ -> skip; // skip spaces, tabs, newlines

mathexp

: ope '(' mathexp ')'
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| mathexp ope mathexp

| '(' mathexp ')'
| var

;

ope : '**'
| '*'
| '/'
| '+'
| MINUS

| '='
| '<'
| '<='
| '>'
| '>='
| '<>'
| ABSCMD

| 'ACS'
| 'AND'
| 'ASN'
| 'ATN'
| 'COS'
| 'DEG'
| 'FRD'
| 'LN'
| 'LOG'
| 'MOD'
| 'NOT'
| 'OR'
| 'RAD'
| 'SIN'
| 'SQR'
| 'TAN'
| 'TOD'
| 'TRN'
| 'XOR'
;

XICCMD: 'XIC' '(';
XIOCMD: 'XIO' '(';
EQUCMD: 'EQU' '(';
NEQCMD: 'NEQ' '(';
LESCMD: 'LES' '(';
LEQCMD: 'LEQ' '(';
GRTCMD: 'GRT' '(';
GEQCMD: 'GEQ' '(';
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AFICMD: 'AFI' '(';
ONSCMD: 'ONS' '(';
LIMCMD: 'LIM' '(';

OTECMD: 'OTE' '(';
MOVCMD: 'MOV' '(';
OTLCMD: 'OTL' '(';
OTUCMD: 'OTU' '(';
ADDCMD: 'ADD' '(';
SUBCMD: 'SUB' '(';
MULCMD: 'MUL' '(';
DIVCMD: 'DIV' '(';
MODCMD: 'MOD' '(';
SQRCMD: 'SQR' '(';
ABSCMD: 'ABS' ;

OSFCMD: 'OSF' '(';
OSRCMD: 'OSR' '(';
NOPCMD: 'NOP' '(';
CTDCMD: 'CTD' '(';
CTUCMD: 'CTU' '(';
RESCMD: 'RES' '(';
RTOCMD: 'RTO' '(';
TOFCMD: 'TOF' '(';
TONCMD: 'TON' '(';
JSRCMD: 'JSR' '(';
SBRCMD: 'SBR' '(';
RETCMD: 'RET' '(';
CPTCMD: 'CPT' '(';
FALCMD: 'FAL' '(';
PIDCMD: 'PID' '(';
COPCMD: 'COP' '(';
FFUCMD: 'FFU' '(';
FFLCMD: 'FFL' '(';
AVECMD: 'AVE' '(';
CMPCMD: 'CMP' '(';
MSGCMD: 'MSG' '(';
GSVCMD: 'GSV' '(';
BTDCMD: 'BTD' '(';
CPSCMD: 'CPS' '(';
CLRCMD: 'CLR' '(';
SSVCMD: 'SSV' '(';
SWPBCMD: 'SWPB' '(';
JMPCMD: 'JMP' '(';
LBLCMD: 'LBL' '(';
var : number | id;

id : id '[' indexid (COMMASYM indexid)* ']' '.' id

| id '[' indexid (COMMASYM indexid)* ']'
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| '[' indexid (COMMASYM indexid)* ']'
| id '.' id

| id ':' id

| endatom

;

indexid

: indexid '[' indexid ']'
| indexid ope indexid

| ope '(' indexid ')'
| IDATOM '.' indexid

| IDATOM ':' indexid

| IDATOM '.' endatom

| IDATOM ':' endatom

| endatom

;

endatom: idatom | number;

idatom : IDATOM;

IDATOM: ALPHA (ALPHA | NUMBER)*;

number : NUMBER;

NUMBER

: '0'
| MINUS* [1-9] [0-9]*

| MINUS* [0-9]+ '.' [0-9]+

| MINUS* [0-9]+ '.' [0-9]+

| MINUS* [0-9]+ '.' [0-9]+ 'e' MINUS* [0-9]+

| [0-9]+ '#' [0-9]+ '_' [0-9]+

;

MINUS : '-';
fragment ALPHA: [a-zA-Z_];

LBRACK: '[';
RBRACK: ']';
COMMASYM: ',';

C Z3 program example
In this appendix the SMT program corresponding to the example of Section 4.3 is given.

(declare-const a Bool)

(declare-const b Bool)

(declare-const c Bool)

(declare-const d Bool)
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(declare-const e_new Bool)

(declare-const p_1 Bool)

(declare-const p_2 Bool)

(declare-const p_3 Bool)

(declare-const p_4 Bool)

(declare-const p_5 Bool)

(assert (= p_1 (and a true)))

(assert (= p_2 (and b p_1)))

(assert (= p_3 (and c p_2)))

(assert (= p_4 (and d p_1)))

(assert (= p_5 (or p_3 p_4)))

(assert (= e_new p_5))

(assert (not (=> a (= e_new true))))

(check-sat)

(get-model)

D Requirements in SMT form
In this appendix the requirements of the various tested projects in their tested SMT format are shown.

Cooling water

Requirement 1:

(assert (not (=> (or RSVw_INT_In.G2WREO_SMTLBRACKET_0_SMTRBRACKET.28

_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1 (and

G2W_PrepCastClrMachMode_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2 (not

Ons_SMTLBRACKET_2_SMTRBRACKET_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1) (or

TestAutostart_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1

Testbit_NO_BypassREO_1_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1))) ByVlvPumps.

Auto_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT3)))

Requirement 2:

(assert (not (=> (and RSVw_INT_In.G2WREO_SMTLBRACKET_0_SMTRBRACKET.29

_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1 (not RSVw_INT_In.G2WREO_SMTLBRACKET_0_SMTRBRACKET

.28_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1) Testbit_NO_BypassREO_1_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1 (

not G2W_PrepCastClrMachMode_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2)) (not ByVlvPumps.

Auto_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT3))))

Requirement 3:

(assert (not (=> (and ByVlvPumps.Auto_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1 (not

G2WREO_PumpsOn_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1) (<

Pump1_Speed_FB_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1 150) (<

Pump2_Speed_FB_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1 150) GW_WaterReq_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2
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(not Ons_SMTLBRACKET_3_SMTRBRACKET_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1) (not (or

G2W_EmergCase_D_Active_ControllerSMTScope_SMT3

G2WREO_PumpsOn_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1 ByVlvPumps.Man_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1 (

not Testbit_NO_BypassREO_1_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1) (not

MachInOper_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1)))) _GWP08B2_BK0621_A18_SMTCOLON_O.

Data_SMTLBRACKET_1_SMTRBRACKET.6_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2)))

Requirement 4:

(assert (not (=> (and (or G2W_EmergCase_D_Active_ControllerSMTScope_SMT3

G2WREO_PumpsOn_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1 (and (not

MachInOper_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1) ByVlvPumps.Auto_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1 (not

Ons_SMTLBRACKET_4_SMTRBRACKET_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1)))) (not

_GWP08B2_BK0621_A18_SMTCOLON_O.Data_SMTLBRACKET_1_SMTRBRACKET.6

_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2))))

Requirement 5:

(assert (not (=> (and RSVw_INT_In.G2WREO_SMTLBRACKET_0_SMTRBRACKET.29

_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1 (not (or RSVw_INT_In.

G2WREO_SMTLBRACKET_0_SMTRBRACKET.28_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1 (and

G2W_PrepCastClrMachMode_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2 (not

Ons_SMTLBRACKET_2_SMTRBRACKET_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1) (or

TestAutostart_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1

Testbit_NO_BypassREO_1_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1))))) ByVlvPumps.

Man_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT3)))

Requirement 6:

(assert (not (=> (or RSVw_INT_In.G2WREO_SMTLBRACKET_0_SMTRBRACKET.28

_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1 (and

G2W_PrepCastClrMachMode_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2 (not

Ons_SMTLBRACKET_2_SMTRBRACKET_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1) (or

TestAutostart_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1

Testbit_NO_BypassREO_1_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1))) (not ByVlvPumps.

Man_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT3))))

Requirement 7:

(assert (not (=> (and (not G2WREO_PumpsOn_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1) ByVlvPumps.

Man_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1 RSVw_INT_In.G2WREO_SMTLBRACKET_0_SMTRBRACKET.26

_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1 (not (or

G2W_EmergCase_D_Active_ControllerSMTScope_SMT3

G2WREO_PumpsOn_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1 ByVlvPumps.Man_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1 (

not Testbit_NO_BypassREO_1_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1) (not

MachInOper_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1)))) _GWP08B2_BK0621_A18_SMTCOLON_O.

Data_SMTLBRACKET_1_SMTRBRACKET.6_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2)))
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Requirement 8:

(assert (not (=> (and ByVlvPumps.Man_G2WREOSMTScope_SMT1 (or

G2W_EmergCase_D_Active_ControllerSMTScope_SMT3

G2WREO_PumpsOn_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1 RSVw_INT_In.

G2WREO_SMTLBRACKET_0_SMTRBRACKET.27_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1)) (not

_GWP08B2_BK0621_A18_SMTCOLON_O.Data_SMTLBRACKET_1_SMTRBRACKET.6

_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2))))

Ladle turret

Requirement 1:

(assert (not (=> (not _G1M19GC3BP01_A08_SMTCOLON_I.

Data_SMTLBRACKET_0_SMTRBRACKET.10_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1) (not (or (and

G1ADT_DriveA.O.Enable_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2 G1ADT_DriveA.O.

Run_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2) (and G1ADT_DriveB.O.

Enable_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2 G1ADT_DriveB.O.Run_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2))

))))

Requirement 2:

(assert (not (=> (not _G1M19GVOBP21_A08_SMTCOLON_I.

Data_SMTLBRACKET_1_SMTRBRACKET.0_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1) (not (or (and

G1ADT_DriveA.O.Enable_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2 G1ADT_DriveA.O.

Run_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2) (and G1ADT_DriveB.O.

Enable_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2 G1ADT_DriveB.O.Run_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2))

))))

Requirement 3:

(assert (not (=> (not _G1M19GVOBP11_A08_SMTCOLON_0_SMTCOLON_I.0

_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1) (not (or (and G1ADT_DriveA.O.

Enable_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2 G1ADT_DriveA.O.Run_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2)

(and G1ADT_DriveB.O.Enable_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2 G1ADT_DriveB.O.

Run_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2))))))

Requirement 4:

(assert (not (=> (and LtBlockByCrane_G1ADTSMTScope_SMT2 (not

EmTurnPB_G1ADTSMTScope_SMT1)) (not SetpointEnable_G1ADTSMTScope_SMT2))))

Requirement 5.1:

(assert (not (=> (or (and DrvA_IF.DriveActive_G1ADTSMTScope_SMT1 DrvA_IF.

DriveOK_G1ADTSMTScope_SMT1 DrvACommOK_IF_G1ADTSMTScope_SMT2) (and DrvB_IF.

DriveActive_G1ADTSMTScope_SMT1 DrvB_IF.DriveOK_G1ADTSMTScope_SMT1

DrvBCommOK_IF_G1ADTSMTScope_SMT2)) (not

G1ADT_LtNoTurn_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2))))

Requirement 5.2:
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(assert (not (=> (not G1ADT_LtNoTurn_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1) (not

PermCrane_G1ADTSMTScope_SMT3))))

Mould adjustement

Requirement 1:

(assert (not (=> (and L2_MWC_Setpoint_Ons_G11GVBSMTScope_SMT2 Data_from_L2.

Bool_SMTLBRACKET_0_SMTRBRACKET.

Boolean_SMTLBRACKET_1_SMTRBRACKET_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1 (=

Aim_Startposition_IL2_G11GVBSMTScope_SMT2 40000) (=

Aim_mold_bottom_width_IL2_G11GVBSMTScope_SMT2 1300) (= Data_from_L2.

Float_SMTLBRACKET_14_SMTRBRACKET_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1 1.1) (=

G11TR_TDSPos_I7_G11GVBSMTScope_SMT2 40001) (=

BottomWidth_IDW_G11GVBSMTScope_SMT2 1300) (and ModeCPT_G11GVBSMTScope_SMT1

ModeCPT_G11GVBSMTScope_SMT2 ModeCPT_G11GVBSMTScope_SMT3

ModeCPT_G11GVBSMTScope_SMT4 ModeCPT_G11GVBSMTScope_SMT5) (and

New_L2_MWC_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1 New_L2_MWC_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2) (and

Setpoint_OK_G11GVBSMTScope_SMT1 Setpoint_OK_G11GVBSMTScope_SMT2)

PushStartInAutoMode_IDW_G11GVBSMTScope_SMT2

PLC7DataIn_SMTLBRACKET_2_SMTRBRACKET.5_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1 (or

CastSpeedGrt07_G11GVBSMTScope_SMT2 GVVS_Active_G11GVBSMTScope_SMT2

vrijgavegieten_ControllerSMTScope_SMT1) (not OneShot.26_G11GVBSMTScope_SMT1

)) PB0_Out_L_SMTLBRACKET_10_SMTRBRACKET.2_ControllerSMTScope_SMT2)))
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